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Short duration, dynamic price limits:  

The special quote and limit up-limit down rules 
 

Abstract 
Exchanges commonly use circuit breakers as a market-stability tool to mitigate excess volatility 

and avoid erroneous or highly-uninformed trading. Both Japanese and US markets use short-term, 

dynamic price limits as intra-day circuit breakers, called the special quotes (SQs) rule in Japan and 

the limit up-limit down (LULD) rule in the U.S. We evaluate the effect of these price-limit rules 

on various facets of price discovery—including the speed at which prices incorporate 

information—the magnet effect, trading volatility, and trading volume. We use matched controls 

by constructing pseudo-halts for which the rules are not applicable. We find that both SQ and 

LULD do not delay price responses to information as often as static circuit breakers, enhancing 

price discovery.  Moreover, we find little evidence of the magnet effect associated with SQ and a 

reverse magnet (repulsion) effect for LULD. Finally, the effects of SQ and LULD on volatility 

spillover are mixed, but we find little evidence that LULD reduces intraday volatility during 

periods of extreme volatility such as flash crashes. 
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Short duration, dynamic price limits: The special quote and limit up-limit down rules 

We investigate short-duration, dynamic price limits designed to permit fundamental price 

changes, but curb temporary price changes due to irrational trading and order imbalances. Many 

markets have traditionally used static daily price limits, and these have been analyzed by 

academics (Cho, Russell, Tiao, and Tsay 2003, Brennan 1986, Chen, Gao, He, Jiang, and Xiong 

2019, Kim and Rhee 1997, and Subrahmanyam 1994), but we are the first to examine the efficacy 

of dynamic intra-day price limits in a comparative framework. An early innovation in the area of 

dynamic, intra-day price limits is the special quotes (SQs) used by the Tokyo Stock Exchange 

(TSE) before 1985.1 Another recent regulatory innovation is the Limit Up-Limit Down (LULD) 

Plan adopted by the US SEC at the end of May 2012 as a response to the flash crash of May 6, 

2010.2 Further, Short duration dynamic price limits are designed to overcome well know 

limitations of daily static price limits such as delayed price discovery, the magnet effect, and 

volatility spillover. Given the growing prevalence of dynamic price limits, it is useful to examine 

their efficacy and their interplay with many facets of price discovery, such as the speed with which 

prices incorporate information to arrive at new equilibrium prices, the magnet effect of price limits, 

trading volatility, and trading volume.  

The TSE and US price limits temporarily prevent trading at a price higher than an upper price 

limit (UBND) or lower than a lower price limit (LBND) to curb the effects of irrational trading, fat 

finger trades, algorithmic errors, outliers, and excessive order imbalances.3 The reference price 

                                                            
1 Although outside the scope of our study, the London Stock Exchange’s price monitoring threshold and 
the Hong Kong’s volatility control mechanism are also other recent dynamic circuit breakers.  
2 Plan to Address Extraordinary Market Volatility, http://www.finra.org/sites/default/files/regulation-
NMS-plan-to-address-extraordinary-market-volatility.pdf 
3 A complete list of definitions is in provided in Appendix A.  

http://www.finra.org/sites/default/files/regulation-NMS-plan-to-address-extraordinary-market-volatility.pdf
http://www.finra.org/sites/default/files/regulation-NMS-plan-to-address-extraordinary-market-volatility.pdf
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(RP) for determining the UBND and LBND is dynamic and changes for each stock as its price 

changes during trading. The UBNDs and LBNDs are symmetric around the RP.4 Upon reaching 

the price limit, only trades that are within the prevailing UBND and LBND are allowed. Only under 

rare conditions is trading halted with no trading allowed, and, then, only for a few minutes. Trading 

may resume in different ways, depending on how market participants and the limit order book 

respond to the price-limit event. The dynamic nature of the reference price allows the incorporation 

of fundamental information and news into the stock price without subjecting trading to an 

unnecessarily fixed price range. 

Our study is the first to compare and contrast the effects of two short duration, dynamic price 

limit rules on market quality. We find that SQ and LULD enhance price discovery and information 

price response. Intensified volatility is commonly documented (Fama 1989, Kuhn, Kurserk, and 

Locke 1991, Kim and Rhee 1997, and Lee, Ready, and Seguin 1994) following the end of circuit 

breaker trading halts. We find that SQ and LULD trading halts do not suffer from these drawbacks 

and find evidence that at times of flash crashes, LULD reduces intraday volatility.  

I. Circuit Breakers and Hypothesis Development 
 

We focus on a particular type of circuit breaker—price limits that establish a floor (LBND) or 

ceiling price (UBND) beyond which a security is prohibited from trading. Proponents claim that 

price limits provide overexcited, misinformed, or uninformed market participants a cooling off 

period (Chou, Chou, and Chao 2013). Spiegel and Subrahmanyam (2000) develop a two-period 

model and show that the presence of trading halts increases (reduces) the probability of trading in 

the first (second) period. Critics cite evidence of volatility spillover (Fama 1989, Kuhn, Kurserk, 

and Locke 1991), which contributes to delays in price discovery and information price response.  

                                                            
4 For SQs, these short duration price limits are narrower than typical daily price limits. 
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Hamao and Hasbrouck (1995) describe many unique characteristics of the TSE, including a 

variation of the SQ rule and a similar ‘warning quote’ rule, but their focus is on immediacy in a 

market without designated dealers or market makers. Maskawa (2016) evaluates order behavior of 

market participants during SQ events and finds that market participants use order placement 

information of other participants to decide when to place their own order; this herding behavior 

may exacerbate volatility.  

In a series of SEC white papers, Moise and Flaherty (2017), Hughes, Ritter, and Zhang (2017), 

Hughes (2017) provide detailed information about the working of the LULD rule. Moise and 

Flaherty (2017) evaluate the frequency of LULD events as well as erroneous trades surrounding 

the implementation of the LULD rule. They find no difference in the reduction of clearly erroneous 

trades. In addition, they find an increase in trading pauses for the Tier 2 securities, but a reduction 

in Tier 1 trading-pause frequency. Hughes, Ritter, and Zhang (2017) examine the LULD’s effect 

on transitory volatility compared to the previous single stock circuit breaker pilot program. By 

constructing a variety of measures of large, short-term price reversals, they find that LULD reduces 

transitory volatility relative to the single-stock circuit breaker pilot. However, the results are 

dependent on the transitory volatility measure used. Hughes (2017) evaluates the effect of 

Amendment 10, an adjustment to the initial reference price methodology implemented in July 2016 

and find that trading pauses are less frequent following the amendment.  

Traditionally, price limits are daily, static rules, and these are the focus of most previous 

studies.5 Since 1950, the Tokyo Stock Exchange has employed daily price limits. Kim and Rhee 

(1997) examine the effect of Tokyo Stock Exchange’s price limits on price discovery. These 

authors evaluate return series to determine the immediate price path following a price-limit event. 

                                                            
5 The U.S. futures market has daily price limits (Brennan (1986)). 
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They find that stocks that reach the price limit experience a price continuation in the following 

trading period more often than stocks that almost reach the price limit. Chen, Gao, He, Jiang, and 

Xiong (2019) study the daily price limit on the Shenzhen Stock Exchange and find that large 

traders’ net buying on the limit-hitting day predicts stronger long-run price reversal. Bellia, 

Pelizzon, Subrahmanyam, and Uno (2016) evaluate the effect of HFTs on price discovery during 

the pre-opening, opening call auction, and continuous trading for the TSE and find that HFTs play 

an important role in price discovery and liquidity provision. Lehmann (1989) notes that price 

limits’ impact on subsequent price behavior is uncertain because price limits curb rational investors 

as well as speculative overreaction. Note that LULD is meant to address extraordinary volatility 

and accommodate more fundamental price moves while SQ is meant to prevent wild price 

fluctuations. Given the above discussion, we test the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 1: Price Discovery: Unlike static price limits SQ and LULD do not interfere 

with price discovery.  

Additionally, we explore the relative performance of SQ and LULD for price discovery. 

Next, we focus on another significant concern about price limits, namely the magnet effect. The 

magnet effect is the notion that as traders observe the security price approach the price limit, 

fearing that they will be locked out by a forthcoming trading pause, these traders speed up their 

trading, which accelerates the movement of the price towards the price limit. However, unlike 

daily price limits, with SQ and LULD rules, buying or selling the stock before it hits the price limit 

induces the reference price itself to adjust in the direction of the price pressure, thus eliminating 

this risk in case of gradual price adjustments. Moreover, the pauses associated with the dynamic 

price limits are also temporary.  
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Spiegel and Subrahmanyam (2000) argue that in times of high information asymmetry informed 

market makers revise their estimates of short-term return variance upwards leading to wider 

spreads. In the context of SQ and LULD, the magnet effect can be characterized by informed 

market makers, not traders, speeding up their revisions of price return variance in the face of a 

high information event. For SQ and LULD, the magnet effect should occur through quote revisions 

rather than trades.  Cho, Russell, Tiao, and Tsay (2003) test the magnet effect on the Taiwan Stock 

Exchange. They find strong evidence that stock prices accelerate towards the UBND and weaker 

evidence that prices accelerate towards the LBND, supporting the magnet effect hypothesis. We 

test the following hypothesis:   

Hypothesis 2: Magnet Effect: Unlike static price limits, LULD or SQ do not exhibit a 

magnet effect. 

Much of the empirical evidence dealing with trading halts supports the volatility spillover 

hypothesis. Subrahmanyam (1994) argues that price limits exacerbate price volatility by altering 

order placement strategies of large, sophisticated institutions. Circuit breakers increase ex ante 

price volatility and the probability of a price limit event by inducing discretionary traders to 

concentrate their trades in the first period. Gerety and Mulherin (1992) use the overnight closing 

of the market as a proxy for trading halts or other types of circuit breakers. They find that trading 

volume at the close has a positive relation to expected volatility and that trading volume at the 

open on the following day has a positive relation to both expected and unexpected volatility. These 

authors argue that mandatory circuit breakers cost traders and that the risk of being locked into 

continued ownership makes the market more skittish. Kim and Rhee (1997) examine the 

effectiveness of the TSE price limits by testing whether there is volatility spillover. These authors 
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find that volatility is higher after the halt than after a trading day when the price limit is almost 

reached. 

Two studies test the volatility spillover hypothesis for Japanese stocks by comparing stocks that 

hit the price limits with those that get within 10% of the UBND or LBND. Kim and Rhee (1997) 

find that volatility is higher after the halt than after a trading day on which the price limit is almost 

reached. Deb, Kalev, and Marisetty (2017) use propensity scoring to construct matched pairs 

following Kim and Limpaphayom (2000) and find evidence of volatility spillover at the UBND 

only and conclude that price limits work well at the LBND.   

Lee, Ready, and Seguin (1994) evaluate volatility and volume surrounding NYSE news-related 

trading halts by matching on non-halt control periods (dubbed “pseudo-halts”). These authors 

calculate three volatility measures and two volume measures to test for volatility spillover and 

determine that trading halts increase volatility and volume. We follow the Lee, Ready, and Seguin 

(1994) approach of examining volatility and volume; the relation between our measures and theirs 

is provided in Internet Appendix A. 

Christie, Corwin, and Harris (2002) study the effects of alternative halt and reopening 

procedures. They find that liquidity and volatility effects are smaller if trading after a halt resumes 

on the same trading day rather than on the next day.  

Farag (2013) studies the effect of changes to the width of price limits on stock returns and 

volatility on stock exchanges in Egypt, Thailand, and Korea, and finds that when these exchanges 

widen the limit parameters, prices do not fully reflect all information at the time the price limit is 

breached. Alternatively, Deb, Kalev, and Marisetty (2013) propose that flexible price-limit rules 

based on consecutive price limit hits reduce volatility spillover and allow prices to reflect all 

available information.  
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Lee, Ready, and Seguin (1994) evaluate the volatility spillover hypothesis. They measure post-

halt volatility and volume against the same measures during matched periods of market activity 

that did not experience a halt. They find that volatility and volume are greater following halts 

suggesting that halting trading exacerbates rather than calms market volatility. SQ and LULD do 

not typically halt trading entirely. By allowing trading within the price limits during an LULD or 

SQ event, residual volatility may be decreased following an event. These considerations lead to 

the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 3A: Volatility Spillover: SQ and LULD reduce volatility after a price-limit 

event. 

Goettler, Parlour, and Rajan (2009) identify the volatility in microstructure noise as a deviation 

of the transaction price from estimated fundamental values. Dramatic deviations in transaction 

prices from fundamental prices are the principle adverse condition during a flash crash. The LULD 

rule, which came about as a direct result of the May 6, 2010, flash crash, is designed to allow for 

fundamental price changes while mitigating the extreme microstructure noise observed during the 

flash crash. This stated purpose of LULD leads us to our final hypothesis. 

 Hypothesis 3B: Volatility during Flash Crashes: LULD mitigates microstructure noise 

during flash crashes. 

We also investigate which rule performs better for Hypotheses 1, 2, and 3A. 

Focusing on the Taiwan Stock Exchange and the Stock Exchange of Thailand, which impose 

7% and 10% daily price limits, respectively, Kim and Limpaphayom (2000) document that small-cap, 

actively traded stocks with high volatility more often reach both the upper and lower trading 

bounds.  
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Examining order flow and liquidity surrounding NYSE trading halts, Corwin and Lipson (2000) 

argue that allowing traders to submit and cancel orders during a halt can mitigate the loss of 

information due to lack of trading. They find that submissions and cancelations of both market and 

limit orders significantly increase during trading halts.   

II. Limit Up Limit Down and Special Quotes 

A. How the SQ Rule Works 

SQs, which are liquidity-demand based, are a unique feature of the Tokyo Stock Exchange 

(TSE). According to the exchange, the term “special quote” was first used in 1985, but the actual 

rule existed prior to that year.6 According to the TSE website, SQs prevent short-term price 

fluctuations by mandating that the execution price of a trade must fall within a specified range 

based on the previous trade price, which becomes the RP. For example, when a security trades at 

a price of 100 JPY the limit parameter is ±5 JPY and the permissible price range is between 95 

JPY and 105 JPY so that 95 JPY is the LBND and 105 JPY is the UBND. If a market order or 

marketable limit order to buy arrives when the best resting ask is higher than 105 JPY, the TSE 

issues a SQ, signaling to the market that there is an order imbalance.7 The buy order is still 

executable, but only at a price within the price-limit parameters, and rests until it can be executed. 

While the SQ is being held, other orders are still accepted. If an order arrives that permits the 

execution of the entire resting buy order, a trade occurs and continuous trading resumes. However, 

if a sell order arrives that will only allow partial execution of the resting buy order, a call auction 

takes place. Continuous trading resumes when, through the call auction, all existing market orders 

are executed. If after 3 minutes all existing market orders are not able to execute within the price 

                                                            
6 Tokyo Stock Exchange, private correspondence.  
7 Appendix B provides a complete list of the TSE price limits at the time of our study. 
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limit range, the price limit range is re-set to two times the original range. This process continues 

until the price limit range is sufficiently wide for trading to resume. According to the TSE’s 

website, SQs are a mechanism that encourages the placement of orders to reduce or eliminate an 

order imbalance. Price-limit levels are dependent upon the prevailing stock price.  

B. How the LULD Rule Works 

In response to the May 6 flash crash, the SEC implemented the LULD rule (FINRA (2016)). 

Securities are classified as Tier 1 or Tier 2. Tier 1 securities are all stocks included in the S&P 500 

index and/or the Russell 1000 index. High-volume, exchange-traded products are also included as 

Tier 1 securities. All remaining securities are Tier 2. The LULD rule prohibits trades outside an 

UBND and LBND that are symmetric around the RP and are disseminated to the public. The LULD 

RP for the first five minutes is the opening price on the security’s primary listing exchange. 

Thereafter, the listing exchange calculates and carries forward the average trade price over the 

previous five minutes (ATP). When the ATP is 1% more or less that the current RP, the ATP 

becomes the new RP.  

The UBND and LBND are as follows: RP >= $3.00, 5% for Tier 1 stocks and 10% for Tier 2 

stocks; $0.75 <= RP < $3.00, 20%; RP < less than $0.75, the lessor of $0.15 or 75%. Trades cannot 

occur beyond these bands when they are in effect. 

The LULD rule is triggered whenever the NBBO quotes are outside the prevailing UBND or 

LBND. This may occur two ways—a straddle state or limit state. A straddle state occurs when ASK 

> UBND > BID or ASK > LBND > BID. In this case, the primary listing exchange may, at its 

discretion, declare a five-minute trading pause for this stock. A limit state occurs when the BID = 

UBND or the ASK = LBND and the quotes are not crossed. When a limit state persists for more 

than 15 seconds, a mandatory five-minute trading pause is declared.  
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Regular trading resumes after an LULD event either by reopening trading following a trading 

pause or when the prevailing ASK and BID naturally move back to within the prevailing price 

limits, because of executions, cancellations, or updated price limits. 

C.   Comparison of SQ and LULD rules 

The SQ and LULD rules differ significantly from traditional price limits in a variety of ways. 

The first, and perhaps most significant, is that SQ and LULD provide dynamic price limits. These 

price limits adjust as trading occurs allowing for large intra-day fundamental price changes while 

seeking to prevent very short-term uniformed or highly volatile trading. In contrast, traditional 

price limits are static; setting pre-determined daily UBNDs and LBNDs that are not adjusted to 

reflect significant information that alters the true equilibrium price. Secondly, SQ and LULD 

prevent trading in the affected stock outside the price limits only. SQ always allows trading within 

the price limits. LULD allows trading within the price limits at any time except when a 5-minute 

trading halt is in effect. Both rules are short duration and trading as usual resumes when the price 

limit event ends. Alternatively, traditional price limits halt all trading in the affected stock until 

the following trading day.  

SQ and LULD also differ from each other in meaningful ways. A price limit parameter 

determines the magnitude of the UBND and LBND. Both SQ and LULD exhibit generally smaller 

price-limit parameters than traditional daily price limits. However, the LULD price-limit 

parameters are significantly larger than those for SQ. Moreover, the price-limit parameters are 

constructed in distinctly different ways. The SQ price-limit parameters are set as plus or minus a 

constant number of JPY around the RP and do not exceed 2.7% of the RP. In contrast, the LULD 

price-limit parameters are percentages with respect to the RP. Further, the RP by which the price 

limits are determined is calculated differently for SQ and LULD. For SQ, the RP is the previous 
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trade price. For LULD, the RP is the arithmetic mean trade price of the previous five-minutes with 

special rules for the opening and extended periods of no trades. These differences highlight the 

more stringent price bands of the SQ and the longer memory of the LULD. 

A second important difference between SQ and LULD is the mechanism used to provide for 

information dissemination. The SQ rule never formally halts trading. Trading can always occur 

within the price bands. However, the LULD imposes a mandatory five-minute trading pause during 

which no trades can occur when both the BID and ASK are equal to or outside the price limits. But 

even during this trading pause all quotes may be received and displayed 

Finally, perhaps the most distinguishing difference between the SQ and LULD rules is that SQ 

is a trade-based rule and LULD is a quote-based rule. The SQ rule is triggered only when an order 

is received that would, if allowed, execute outside the price limits. Under this mechanism, only 

non-executable trades will notify the market that prices have moved beyond the price limits while 

quotes that are outside the price limits do not trigger a market wide notification. On the other hand, 

the LULD rule is triggered when either the best BID or ASK lies outside the prevailing price limits. 

For some thinly traded securities, a LULD event, and, potentially a halt, may occur at times when 

no trading is or would otherwise occur.  

III. Data and Event Identification 

A.   Data Sources 

For January 2015, we collect trades and quotes for the US and Japan. Our US data are from 

DTAQ and comprise all trades and top-of-the-order-book quotes for all issues traded on the CTA 

participating markets. Observations for both trades and quotes are time stamped to the millisecond. 

These data allow us to identify the prevailing price limits, quotes that fall outside the prevailing 
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price limits, and LULD-related trading halts. We observe the start and finish of each LULD event. 

The trade files allow us to identify price paths following a LULD event.  

In addition, for January 2015, we collect Japanese data from the Nikkei Economic Electronic 

Databank System (NEEDS), which provides the price and depth in the limit order book for the 

best eight bid and ask price steps for all first and second section securities, Mothers, and ETFs. 

Observations are time stamped to the second and ordered chronologically within seconds. 

Observations are recorded when there is a change to the price or quantity of any price step on either 

side of the order book or when there is a trade. SQs are flagged.  

Lastly, we collect daily open prices, intra-day high and low prices, and closing midpoints from 

the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) data. We collect these data on all tickers traded 

on May 6, 2010, and August 24, 2015. 

B.    Identification of LULD Events 

We begin by identifying all LULD events. Moise and Flaherty (2017) identify over 3 million 

LULD events over 122 trading days covering June 3 through August 2, 2013 and May 12 through 

August 29, 2014. To identify LULD events, these authors use SRO-provided data to identify each 

individual limit state, trading pause, and straddle state as well as orders arriving during each limit 

state. Using a different definition, we define an LULD event as a continuous period when at least 

one side of the NBBO is un-executable due to the LULD rule. We combine as a single LULD 

event instances where multiple LULD events occur in succession without trading between events. 

When the ASK (BID) crosses the UBND (LBND) price limit and quickly returns repeatedly 

multiple LULD events with identical post-event price paths and volatility and volume 

characteristics are created. The average amount of time between LULD events with no trade is 7 
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seconds with 0.2% lasting longer than 5 minutes. When these events occur in rapid succession 

with no trading occurring between them, we believe that they are essentially the same event.  

Like Corwin and Lipson (2000), we remove delayed openings to identify trading activity and 

liquidity before and after halts. We further impose the restriction that a trade must occur both 

before and after the LULD event during the trading session to be included in our sample. As shown 

in Table 1, we identify 6,775 qualifying LULD events.89 

C.    Identification of SQ Events 

When a marketable order is submitted that will transact beyond the UBND or LBND for a given 

stock on the TSE, the exchange issues a special quote (SQ) at the associated price limit. The 

issuance of a SQ marks the beginning of an SQ event. This SQ remains displayed until offsetting 

orders are submitted that permit the entire resting marketable order volume to transact. The first 

observance of an executed trade (Fstpri) following a SQ marks the end of the SQ event. Using 

similar filters as with LULD, we remove any SQ events that do not experience a trade both before 

and after the event during the same trading session. Because SQ events end with a trade, there is 

no need to combine successive events without trades between them. As shown in Table 1, we 

identify 7,462 qualifying SQ events. 

                                                            
8 Using the TAQ data, we find 6.3 million un-executable quotes due to LULD. This number is reduced to 
2.6 million observations when we identify changes from one LULD condition to another. After combining 
consecutive LULD condition observations, we are left with 244,226 observations. Of those, 6,775 
observations also have trades both before and after the event during the trading day. This is our final LULD 
sample. 
9 The change from 244,226 to 9,756 is quite dramatic. On July 18, 2016, after our sample period, amendment 
10 was implemented. Amendment 10 changed the reference price determination when securities do not 
experience an opening transaction. Hughes (2017) finds that regulatory halts decreased by 80% but makes 
no formal assessment on the decrease in straddle state events or limit state events that do not result in a halt. 
Neither do we. However, the dramatic decrease in halts provides support for our decreased number of events 
due to the requirement of a trade prior to the event. 
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IV.  Price Paths, Variables, and Associated Measurement Intervals 

A. Price Continuations and Reversals 

Price continuations and reversals constitute all price outcomes yet define many distinct price 

paths. We define five price paths. A price path that continues above (below) the UBND (LBND) 

following an event is labeled Continue, which we define as follows: 

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = �5𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 > 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈
5𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 < 𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈  (1) 

where 5MP is the average trade price (ATP) during the five-minute period beginning with the end 

of the price-limit event. Prior literature defines all other price paths as reversals. However, 

equilibrium price changes that occur near, but not beyond, the price limit are significantly different 

than highly volatile or illiquid market conditions that result in a price path at or near the opposite 

price limit. Our four reversal classifications are: 

𝐴𝐴𝑈𝑈_𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑀𝑀𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈 = �𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 ≥ 5𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ≥ 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑀𝑀 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈
𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑀𝑀 ≤ 5𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ≤ 𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈  (2) 

𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = �𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑀𝑀 > 5𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 > 𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑀𝑀 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈
𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑀𝑀 < 5𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 < 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑀𝑀 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈  (3) 

𝐻𝐻𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 = �𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 ≤ 5𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ≤ 𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑀𝑀 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈
𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 ≥ 5𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ≥ 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑀𝑀 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 (4) 

𝑈𝑈𝐸𝐸𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 = �5𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 > 𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈
5𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 > 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 (5) 

Our final price path designation is NOTRD. This occurs when no trades occur during the first 

five-minute, post-event interval. NOTRD is only possible following an LULD event. Our 

classification is exhaustive so the set of observations of Continue, AT_LIMIT, Reversal, HIVT, EXVT, 

plus NOTRD comprise all the observations. 

We add controls for the price path following the event. These variables are equal to 1 when the 

observation’s POSTEVT price path corresponds to the dummy variable and 0 otherwise. These 

price path dummy variables are DContinue, DAT_LIMIT, DReversal, DHIVT, and DNOTRD. 
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B.    Variables 

Although most of our variables are for intervals before or after an event, there are several 

exceptions. One is Duration, which is the length of each event in seconds. Returns can also span 

an event. For stock i, let X = (Pt – Pt-1)/Pt-1 and M, = (Mt – Mt-1)/Mt-1 where M is the synchronous 

market return. ABRTN = abs(X – M), where t-1 is the second the event begins, and t is the second 

that the event ends. We also calculate a return, for which t-1 equals the second the event begins, 

and t is the price five minutes after the end of the event; this variable is ABRTN5M.  

Next, we define a set of dummy variables, many of which are similar to those of Cho, Russell, 

Tiao, and Tsay (2003). However, in the case of the SQ and LULD rules, we cannot use stock 

returns since the associated trades will induce the price limits to move. Instead, we employ quote 

revisions and use a dummy variable indicating that the BID or ASK is near the price limit. Let DO 

= 1 if ASK is >= UBND and DU = 1 if BID <= UBND. Let DC = 1 if ASK > UBNDMID and DO 

= 0. Let DF = 1 if BID < LBNDMID and DU = 0.  

Changes to the ASK or BID can occur by quote revisions as well as through trades. However, 

for SQ and LULD, trades affect the RP, the UBND, and the LBND. In the case of LULD, the effect 

is observed sometime within the following 30 seconds. For SQ, the effect is instantaneous. As 

such, a change in the ASK (BID) is not always an adjustment towards the price limit for SQ and 

LULD as it is for daily static price limits. We develop a measure of nearness to capture changes 

towards and away from the price limits in an environment where price limits are ever changing. 

For measures of nearness of the ASK to the UBND and LBND, respectively, we define  

𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 =
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 − 𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀
𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 − 𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀

 (6) 
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𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 =
𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀 − 𝑈𝑈𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈
𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀 − 𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈

 (7) 

when Near is equal to 1 when the ASK (BID) is equal to the UBND (LBND).  

As mentioned above, we follow Lee, Ready, and Seguin (1994) in measuring volatility and 

volume. Our five volatility measures are: ABRET, HILO; SPDREV; MHILO; HILOP. Our two 

volume measures are: SHRS and TRDS. We define five dummy variables, namely: DMorning, 

DUP, DCall, Trade, and DTREAT. We have one interaction variable, I1, which is the product of 

DPE and DTREAT. Our variables are defined in Appendix A. 

C.     Intervals 

Because there is no trading during an event, most of our variables are for intervals before and 

after the event. We compare these to a reference sample baseline average (BL). Pre-event 

observations begin five minutes prior to the start of the price-limit event and end when the price 

limit begins. Pre-event measures, designated with the subscript pre, allow us to examine variables 

such as abnormal volatility and volume immediately prior to the price-limit event. Post-event 

observations, designated post, comprise the five-minute time interval beginning at the end of the 

price-limit event. Post-event measures allow us to examine variables following the event.  

We calculate variables outside of events, which we designate BL. Let t0 be the beginning of 

trading. Period 110 is t0 through t4; Period 2, t5 through t9; and so forth. BL1 is the mean daily 

period 1, BL 2 is the mean daily Period 2, and so forth. The BL measure for each pre-event interval 

is the mean daily period that includes the beginning time of the associated pre-event interval. The 

                                                            
10 For period 1 we remove the first 20 seconds of the trading day to remove place holder quotes. 
Brownlees and Gallo (2006) notes that some ‘quotes have a very large spread and there are often 
extremely large quotes or suspicious zeros.’ Hasbrouck (2010) uses monthly TAQ to show how to 
identify the NBBO. In his example (Table 1) he begins 20 seconds after the opening. We find similar 
suspicious large or zero quotes that are typically resolved within 20 seconds of trading. Internet Appendix 
B shows an example of irregular quotes that are removed. 
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BL measure for each post-event interval is the mean daily period that includes the beginning time 

of the associated post-event interval. The BL measure is an average that captures normal levels for 

each security. Each volatility measure is calculated over five-minute daily periods throughout the 

trading day, excluding intervals from five minutes before to five minutes after each event. 

We have discussed RPs, UBNDs, and LBNDs above. It may be useful to describe some variable 

that we use in relation to these. Exchange regulations establish the RP and a value X such that RP 

+ X = UBND and RP – X = LBND. We define UBNDMID as RP + ½ X and LBNDMID as RP – 

½ X.  

D.     Description Statistics 

Table 1 reports descriptive statistics for SQ and LULD events. We present results for the total 

sample (All) and classified by whether the events are in the morning (DMorning = 1) or afternoon 

(DMorning = 0), initiated by a UBND (DC = 1) or LBND (DU = 0) condition, or occur during 

continuous trading (Call = 0) or the call auction (Call = 1). For LULD events, there is little 

difference between the number of morning and afternoon observations or between UBND and 

LBND observations. Durations are longer in the morning, but returns are lower. LULD event 

durations are highly skewed with the mean duration over 290 seconds, but median duration of 1 

second or less. UBND events also have longer durations, but smaller returns. Also, the ABRTN5M 

is 3.35%. These results are unsurprising because the LULD events only occur at times of great 

market volatility and if they do not resolve themselves within fifteen seconds (for the limit state) 

a five-minute mandatory halt is imposed. 

For SQ, there are substantially more events in the morning and of the UBND type. However, 

there is little difference in durations or returns. SQ events have shorter duration and smaller 

absolute returns than LULD events. Unsurprisingly, the duration for SQ events is also highly 
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skewed with a mean duration of 134 seconds and a median duration of only seven seconds, 

indicating that SQ events resolve themselves rather quickly after they begin or near three-minute 

price band adjustment. The majority of SQ events are UBEVT.  

Most SQ and LULD events occur during continuous trading. 

[Table 1] 

E.1.   Pseudo-Events 

Kim and Rhee (1997) recognize that stocks that reach their limit are prevented from correcting 

their order imbalance. These authors overcome this obstacle by creating subgroups of stocks that 

‘almost’ reach their price limit. One limitation to this approach is that stocks that ‘almost’ reach 

their price limits may significantly differ from stocks that do reach the price limit, perhaps because 

they do not have similar informational shocks. Lee, Ready, and Seguin (1994) describe the ideal 

experimental design as one in which identical firms experience the same information event with 

some being subject to an NYSE halt while others are not. These authors create pseudo-halts by 

matching on time of day and stock returns net of market returns. We cannot identify pseudo-LULD 

events in the US data because any meaningful matching criteria will match to another LULD event. 

Lee, Ready, and Seguin (1994) did not face this problem because the NYSE halts they evaluate 

are called at the discretion of the floor specialist. However, as they point out, this matching process 

is not random and excludes halts with extremely large absolute price moves. As Kim and Rhee 

(1997) note: “halts are like price limits except that they are determined subjectively by exchange 

officials.”  

We devise a novel experimental design that allows us to create pseudo-halt samples for both 

SQ and LULD that comprise stocks that reach or surpass the SQ and LULD limits, but that are not 

prevented from correcting their order imbalance. We do this by simulating LULD on the TSE and 
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simulating SQ on the US market so that we create a control sample of firms that experience market 

conditions sufficient to trigger a price limit, but for which trading continues uninterrupted. Since 

the firms are different and the exchanges are not open at the same time, we are not able to match 

on firm characteristics or by time of day. This is a limitation of our approach.  

To create LULD pseudo-events (SLULD), we calculate a reference price, RP, for each TSE 

stock for each 30-second interval beginning at the opening of trading. For TSE stocks, we also 

calculate a contemporaneous UBND and LBND as a percentage of the RP using US rules. A 

SLULD occurs when either ASK > UBND or BID < LBND.  

To create SSQ events, we identify a RP, which is the simply the most recent trade price for each 

stock at all times throughout the trading day. We calculate the contemporaneous UBND and LBND 

based on the stock price and in accordance with TSE SQ rules. A pseudo-event occurs when either 

RP > UBND or RP < LBND. Pseudo-events are identified separately for UBND and LBND events. 

Pre-event observations are for the five minutes prior to the first breach of the boundary and the 

post-event observations immediately follow the pre-event observations. To constitute a separate 

event, a new breach must occur more than five minutes after the previous breach and more than 

five minutes after any new breaches that occur during these five minutes.11  

Our research design allows us to make four-way comparisons—LULD against SLULD, LULD 

against SSQ, SQ against SSQ, and SQ against SLULD.  

                                                            
11 Stated differently, to constitute a separate event, a new breach must occur more than five minutes after 
the most recent breach. Hence, any new breaches within the five minutes follow an initial breach reset the 
clock for determining a separate event. 
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E.2.    Research Design 

Slightly modifying Kim and Rhee’s (1997) approach, we accommodate differences in short-

term, dynamic price limits. SQ and LULD events can occur at either the UBND or LBND, 

regardless of the open-to-close return on the limit event date. We identify the RP as well as the 

UBND and LBND at the start of the event. TAQ and NEEDS data both allow us to identify the 

limit that has been reached. The first trade (Fstpri) following an SQ event must to be within the 

price limit if it occurs within 3 minutes. For LULD, the first trade following a LULD event may 

be forced to be within the price limits when a halt does not occur, can be at any price when a halt 

occurs, or may not occur until a significant amount of time has lapsed following the end of the 

event. Due to these important attributes of SQ and LULD, we observe the Fstpri as well as the 

5MP for each actual and simulated price limit event.  

E.3.    Do Circuit Breakers Interfere with Price Discovery? 

Table 2 reports the results of our preliminary analysis related to Hypothesis 1. For Continue 

there are significantly more SLULD events (6.25%) than LULD events (4.43%), and significantly 

more SSQ events (73.40%) than SQ events (26.07%). Hence, both SQ and LULD experience 

relatively fewer price continuations than their simulated counterparts. Therefore, contrary to 

Hypothesis 1, we find no evidence that these circuit breakers interfere with price discovery.  

[Table 2] 

We further evaluate the delayed price discovery hypothesis using a probit regression model 

with Continue as our dependent variable. We separately pair our SQ and LULD samples with the 

SLULD and SSQ samples, in turn, to create four distinct comparisons. Our main RHS variable of 

interest is DTREAT. Our other RHS variables are our pre-event BL volatility and volume 

variables—ABRET, HILO, SPDREV, MHILO, HILOP, SHRS, and TRDS. We also include 
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additional control dummy variables—MORNING, CALL DU.  Finally, we include Duration as an 

additional control.  

We report our probit results in Table 3. For both SQ and LULD, the coefficients of DTREAT ( 

-0.518 and -1.232, respectively) are negative and significant. This result provides strong evidence 

that neither LULD nor SQ delay price discovery and strengthens our rejection of our Hypothesis 

1. When compared to its simulated alternative, LULD has a significantly negative DTREAT 

coefficient of -2.458. The lone positive DTREAT coefficient of 0.984 is for the comparison of SQ 

with SLULD. This result likely reflects the fact that SQ has significantly more restrictive price-

limit parameters.  

[Table 3] 

E.5.    Magnet Effect 

To test for the presence of the magnet effect associated with LULD or SQ, we examine the 

behavior of liquidity providers as the ASK and BID approach the UBND and LBND.12 We use an 

AR (3) model to identify the magnet effect at the UBND as follows: 

𝑈𝑈(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑡 = 𝛼𝛼0 + 𝛼𝛼1𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝛼𝛼2𝑈𝑈𝑂𝑂𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝛼𝛼3𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 +  𝛼𝛼4𝑈𝑈(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝛼𝛼5𝑈𝑈(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑡−2

+ 𝛼𝛼6𝑈𝑈(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑡−3 + 𝜀𝜀 

(8) 

To identify the magnet effect at the LBND, our model becomes: 

𝐿𝐿(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑡 = 𝛼𝛼0  +  𝛼𝛼1𝑈𝑈𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝛼𝛼2𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝛼𝛼3𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 +  𝛼𝛼4𝐿𝐿(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝛼𝛼5𝐿𝐿(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑡−2

+ 𝛼𝛼6𝐿𝐿(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑡−3 + +𝜀𝜀 

(9) 

                                                            
12 Note that in investigating the magnet effect we focus on quotes rather than trades because trades cause 
UBND and LBND to change. Changes in UBND and LBND move the goal against which the magnet effect 
is measured.  
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Both U(Near) and L(Near) are first differences. DC (DF) is a dummy variable equal to 1 when 

the ASK (BID) is nearer to the UBND (LBND) than to the RP. DO (DU) is a dummy variable equal 

to 1 when the ASK (BID) is higher (lower) than the UBND (LBND). Trade is a dummy variable 

equal to 1 if the most recent quote follows a trade.  

The magnet effect can exist only when there are price limits because it occurs when market 

participants speed up their activity in anticipation of halted or constrained trading upon reaching 

the price limit. Similar activity in the absence of a price limit is momentum. Comparing the actual 

events to the simulated events allows us to distinguish between the magnet effect and momentum. 

Table 4 presents our magnet-effect results. We estimate our regression model for all stocks 

traded in both the US and TSE markets (Panels A and B) as well as for only those stocks that 

experience a price limit or pseudo-event (Panels C and D). If the magnet effect is present, we 

expect the coefficient of DC or DF to be positive and significant for LULD or SQ. Further, any 

positive and significant results for the coefficients of DC or DF in the simulated samples imply 

that at least some observed magnet effect might be explained by momentum.  

[Table 4] 

Examining the results reported in Table 4, the DF coefficient of 0.007 for SQ for UBND for 

both the full sample (Table 4, Panel A) and event sample (Table 4, Panel C) is statistically 

significant, indicating that SQ exhibits the magnet effect. This conclusion is strengthened by the 

evidence of reversal shown by the significantly negative coefficient of -5.49 for the event SSQ 

sample (Table 4, Panel C). For LULD at the UBND and LBND (-0.343 and -0.479, respectively) 

as well as SQ at the UBND (-0.009), we find a reversion effect rather than a magnet effect for 

quotes. As they get nearer the price limits, quotes are more likely to be revised towards the RP 

than towards the price limit. A possible explanation for this is that market participants observe that 
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in most cases—73.9% for SQ and 95.6% for LULD (Table 2)—prices remain at the price limit or 

revert towards the RP. The parameters set by the SQ and LULD signals to market participants 

when prices move beyond normal or typical parameters. This signal informs liquidity providers 

that conditions are favorable for submitting orders that are more aggressive. In addition, with 

traditional price limits, market participants speed up their activity as prices approach the limits 

because when the price limits are reached, trading is halted, and participants are unable to enter or 

exit positions. However, SQ and LULD allow trading to occur within the prevailing price limit 

range. The risk of not being able to trade is reduced for the SQ and LULD rules. These results are 

robust to momentum effects.  

Comparatively, both SQ and LULD exhibit evidence of a reversionary effect. However, LULD 

appears to improve market quality better by exhibiting this effect and both the UBND and LBND. 

E.6.   Volatility Spillover 

Finally, we turn our attention to the volatility spillover hypothesis (Hypothesis 3A). For each 

firm for each LULD event t, for the five-minute, pre-event observations, we calculate ABRETt. We 

segment the day into successive five-minute intervals beginning at the market open. We identify 

the interval that includes the time of day that corresponds to the beginning of event t. We calculate 

the mean for ABRET for all the days in January 2015, excluding the day on which event t occurs; 

this is StatisticBL,t. We define St as ABRETt /StatisticBL,t and Mean Abnormal Statistic as the mean 

of St over all t times 100. 

Following Lee, Ready, and Seguin (1994), the Mean Abnormal Statistic represents firm-

specific, time-controlled volatility relative to BL values. We continue our analysis with our group 

of pseudo-events that experience the same informational shock but are not subject to the LULD or 
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SQ price limits. Our pseudo-halt samples allow us to compare the pre- and post-price-limit event 

to other events with similar large and sudden price movements. Calculate   

1
𝑄𝑄
�
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𝑖𝑖=1

 
(10) 

where Q= Number of events in the Pseudo-event sample. 

 We report the Mean Abnormal Statistic in Table 5, Panel A. The value of 1,310 indicates that 

the event statistic is about 13 times larger than the base-period statistic. We replicate this analysis 

for the remaining variables (HILO, HILOP, MHILO, TRDS, and SHRS, in turn) and report the 

results in Table 5, Panel A. We replicate the entire analysis for SQ pre-event observations, and for 

both SQ and LULD post-event observations (Table 5, Panel B). Tables 5 p-values refer to the 

difference between the mean abnormal statistics for each event and pseudo-event pairing.  

 [Table 5] 

For both SQ and LULD, volatility and volume are significantly higher across all measures both 

before and after an LULD or SQ event (except for pre- and post-event MHILO for LULD).13 

However, by design, SQ and LULD events should occur at times of elevated volatility when we 

would expect pre-event volatility to be abnormally high. We also conclude from these results that 

the price and volume adjustment is incomplete at the end of a price-limit event. Comparing SQ 

and LULD events to their baseline measure as well as to pseudo-events allows us to control for 

both time of day effects and the magnitude of the information release. Contrary to Hypothesis 3A, 

we find that neither SQ nor LULD show consistent reductions in volatility and volume. Our results 

are similar to the Lee, Ready, and Sequin (1994) findings regarding NYSE trading halts14. 

                                                            
13 Internet Appendix C includes more detailed reporting of our results. 
14 Internet Appendix D reports similar results with an OLS regression analysis. Internet Appendix E reports 
similar results with a difference in difference regression analysis 
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 E.7. Extreme Market Conditions 

The May 6th, 2010 flash crash gave rise to LULD. This event is well known and characterized 

by sudden and dramatic price changes that were immediately followed by price reversals. Proctor 

and Gamble, for example opened trading at $61.91 and closed at $60.75 yet traded briefly as low 

as $39.37. This represents more than a 35% intra-day decline on a trading day that recorded a  

-1.8% return. On August 24th, 2015 a flash crash like the one seen on May 6th, 2010 occurred. The 

SEC’s Office of Analytics and Research’s note on equity market volatility (2015) remarks that 

equity and equity related futures “markets experienced unusual price volatility, particularly during 

the period surrounding the 9:30 a.m. E.T.” We extend our study to examine the effectiveness of 

LULD to mitigate volatility during flash crashes by comparing May 6th, 2010 (May) to August 

24th, 2015 (Aug). 

We begin by measuring Intraday Volatility as  

𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅𝐼𝐼 𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐼𝐼 =  𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐼𝐼 𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻ℎ 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶 − 𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐼𝐼 𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶 (11) 

We measure Intraday Volatility for each stock on each day and perform a standard t-test of the 

difference in means. We also include this same measure for all trading days in January 2015 for a 

comparison with normal activity. Table 6, Panel A, reports our results. The mean Intraday 

Volatility of $3.38 for Aug is significantly smaller than $4.28 for May. For stocks with a 5% LULD 

price parameter, we find similar results with an Aug mean value of $6.97 compared to $8.52 for 

May. Intraday volatility on these days captures the magnitude of the flash crash and we find that 

the Aug flash crash, when LULD is in effect, is less severe than the May flash crash.   

The conditions during the flash crash are described by Goettler, Parlour, and Rajan (2009) as 

microstructure noise. They define microstructure noise as a deviation of transaction prices from 

estimated fundamental values but do not offer a formal measure of it. Larger daily price ranges are 
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expected when larger daily equilibrium price changes occur so intraday volatility only provides a 

partial view of microstructure noise. To more fully measure the amount of microstructure noise, 

for May and Aug, we divide Equation (11) by the absolute value of the open price less the closing 

price. This measure allows us to analyze the magnitude of intraday volatility relative to daily 

equilibrium price changes. The implication is that microstructure noise is dependent on both 

intraday volatility and daily equilibrium price changes.  For the entire sample, for 5% and 10% 

parameters, we find that despite LULD’s ability to reduce intraday volatility, LULD does not show 

a mitigating effect on microstructure noise. A possible explanation is that during the first 15 

minutes of trading, the price parameters for LULD are two times their normal magnitude. The Aug 

flash crash occurred at the market open and so the microstructure noise mitigating benefits of 

LULD may have been muted during this period given the larger price parameters in effect. These 

results fail to support Hypothesis 3B that LULD mitigates microstructure noise at times of flash 

crashes.  

E.7.    Electronically Traded Funds 

Both SQ and LULD apply to electronically traded funds as well as single stocks (ETFs). ETFs 

should trade at prices equal to the weighted average price of the fund constituents. Given this 

quality, ETFs should reach the UBND or LBND only when a significant number of the funds’ 

constituents equilibrium price move beyond their respective price limits.  

E.8.    Special Quotes’ Dynamic Limit Parameters 

SQs price limit parameter is also dynamic. If a SQ event has not ended after three minutes, the 

price bands widen to double their original magnitude. SQ events that persist past the three-minute 

mark represent the most extreme SQ events. We evaluate the expansion process for each of our 

hypotheses. Our results are reported in Table 7. 
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Beginning with price discovery, we allow our price-path definitions to adjust so that the UBND 

and LBND are defined by the newly adjusted price limit rather than the original price limit. We 

find that 13.2% of SQ events that last for three minutes or longer experience a price continuation. 

This is less than 26.07% of price continuations for all SQ events and 73.4% of price continuations 

for all SSQ events. We conclude that the parameter adjustment process also does not interfere with 

or delay price discovery. 

Longer lasting SQ events imply greater short-term price uncertainty. This elevated price 

uncertainty is likely marked by widening spreads. This behavior could be construed as a magnet 

effect when in-fact it is simply a reflection of price uncertainty. We remove the securities that 

experience long lasting SQ events from our magnet effect sample of securities and re-estimate (8) 

and (9). At the upper limit, where we find evidence of the magnet effect, we estimate the D(C) 

coefficient to be 0.011 and is significant at the 1% level. This is larger than the 0.007 estimated 

coefficient on the full sample. We conclude that the observed magnet effect is not the result of 

widening spreads at times of high price uncertainty. Further, it appears that the price limit 

adjustment process involved with SQ is beneficial in reducing the magnet effect in the most 

extreme cases. 

Finally, we compare pre-event volatility to post-event volatility for each SQ event that last for 

three minute or longer. For each of our five volatility and two volume measures we calculate the 

mean abnormal statistic and perform a t-test to determine the difference between the pre-event 

abnormal statistic and post-event abnormal statistic. Again, we find mixed results for SQ’s ability 

to calm market volatility. HILOP, SHRS, and TRDS are significantly reduced, ABSRET, HILO, 

and SPDREV are significantly increased, while MHILO remains unchanged. These results are 

consistent with our findings regarding volatility for our entire sample. 
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E.9.    Daily Static Price Limits 

The TSE also imposes a daily static price limit. The reference price for the daily price limit is 

the closing trade from the previous trading day and the UBND and LBND are set at approximately 

20% to 30% above and below the reference price. Like SQ, the price parameters are a fixed amount 

of yen above and below the reference price, dependent on the reference price. We test hypothesis 

1, 2, and 3A for the TSE daily price limits to determine the relative performance of SQ and LULD. 

Our results are robust to daily static price limits as well. Our results are reported in Table 8. 

We identify 847 daily price limit events during our January 2015 sample period. Beginning 

with price discovery, we observe that 57.4% of daily price limits experience a price continuation 

on the trading day following the price limit event. Compared to LULD’s 4.43% and SQ’s 26.07% 

price continuation proportions, Both SQ and LULD interfere with or delay price discovery less 

often than daily static price limits.  

Next, we test for the magnet effect. Following our same methodology as with short duration 

dynamic price limits. The wider price limit parameters associated with the daily price limits may 

mean that UNear (LNear) being equal to 0.5 is not meaningfully near enough to the price limit to 

alter traders’ behavior. We also estimate our AR(3) regressions by altering our threshold for DC 

(DF) being equal to 1 when UNear (LNear) is greater than or equal to 0.75 and yet again at 0.90. 

We find evidence of the magnet effect at the LBND. We estimate a significant DF coefficient at 

the lower limit equal to 0.002, 0.005, and 0.017 when LNear is greater than or equal to 0.5, 0.75, 

and 0.90 respectively. We find that the short duration dynamic price limits fare at least as well as 

daily price limits in association with the magnet effect. LULD performs better at not exhibiting a 

magnet effect at all. 
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Finally, we examine volatility effects of daily price limits as compared to short duration 

dynamic price limits. We measure our five volatility statistics and two volume statistics on the day 

of each daily price limit event, the following day, and a baseline measure for all non-event days. 

We also exclude all days following an event from our baseline measure. As with SQ and LULD, 

we again find mixed results for the TSE daily price limits to calm market volatility. ABSRET and 

MHILO are significantly reduced following a daily price limit event, but all other measures of 

volatility and volume are not significantly different following a daily price limit event. SQ and 

LULD perform at least as well in reducing volatility as daily price limits but without halting trading 

for extended periods of time. We conclude from these results that compared to daily static price 

limits, SQ and LULD perform well while allowing for information flow through trading. 

 

V. Conclusion 

Special quotes (SQ) in Japan and limit-up limit-down (LULD) in the U.S. are short-term, 

dynamic price limits. These price limits are distinguished by the fact that they (1) adjust throughout 

the trading day based on trading activity, and (2) allow trading to resume shortly after the price 

limit event begins rather than waiting until the following trading day. However, SQ and LULD 

differ from each other in important ways. First, LULD’s price limit parameters are significantly 

larger than SQ’s. Secondly, LULD’s reference price is based on the previous five minutes of 

trading while SQ is equal to the previous trade price. Finally, LULD is a liquidity-supply-driven 

rule whereas SQ is liquidity-demand-driven. 

We examine SQ and LULD events to test for price discovery, volatility spillover effects, and 

the magnet effect. To determine the effect of SQ and LULD on the market, we devise a novel 

pseudo-halt approach by simulating SQs of US markets and LULD on the TSE. We find that 
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neither LULD nor SQ delay price discovery. We find that SQ suffers from the magnet effect at the 

UBND. At the LBND for SQ as well as the UBND and LBND for LULD, we find a reversal effect. 

Finally, we find mixed results for both SQ and LULD regarding how well either rule calms the 

market. It is apparent that the price and volatility adjustment process is not complete at the end of 

either LULD or SQ, but that some measures of volatility are improved with SQ and LULD while 

others are not. Finally, we test the efficacy of LULD at mitigating microstructure noise during the 

flash crashes of May 6th, 2010 and Aug 24th, 2016. We find that microstructure noise is 

significantly higher on Aug 24th compared to May 6th.  

We conclude that SQ and LULD enhance market quality by allowing trading to occur within 

the prevailing price limits, but without the threat of prolonged trading halts. SQ and LULD’s 

performance and market enhancing qualities are particularly strong when compared to traditional 

daily static price limits.  
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Appendix A 

Definitions of terms 

General definitions 
ASK The best ask. 
Average Trade Price 
(ATP) 

The average trade price over the preceding 5-minutes. For LULD, 
the ATP becomes the RP when the ATP is more than 1% higher or 
lower than the RP 

BID The best bid. 
BL  
(Baseline Average)  

A representation of the normal level of volatility. BLs are measured 
for ABRET, HILO, HILOP, SPDREV, SHRS, TRDS, and MHILO. 
 
Each volatility measure is calculated over five-minute daily periods 
throughout the trading day, excluding intervals from five minutes 
before to five minutes after each event. Let t0 be the beginning of 
trading. Daily period1 is t0 through t4, daily period2 t5 through t9, 
and so forth. BL1 is the mean daily period1; BL2 is the mean daily 
period2, and so forth. 
 
The BL measure for each pre-event interval is the mean daily period 
that includes the beginning time of the associated pre-event interval. 
 
The BL measure for each post-event interval is the mean daily period 
that includes the beginning time of the associated post-event interval. 
Calculated baseline statistics are denoted with a subscript ‘BL.’ 

BLstat The BL statistic from the reference distribution corresponding to 
the ith event in each sample.  

Continuous trading During this period trades occur whenever two counterparties agree 
on a price. For continuous trading DCall = 0 

DTREAT A dummy variable equal to 1 for each LULD or SQ observation 
and equal to 0 for each SLULD and SSQ observation 

Event A market condition in which marketable orders are not executed 
because execution requires a trade price > UBND or < LBND. 
For LULD the event begins with the first observation of the NBBO 
outside the current UBND-LBND range. A LULD event ends in one 
of two ways. When there are no NBBOs observed outside the current 
UBND-LBND range or after a 5-minute trading pause.  
A SQ event begins with the first issuance of a special quote and 
ends with the next trade. 

Interaction DTREAT x DPE. 
LBEVT A disallowed trade or quote is at a price lower than LBND. 
LBND The lowest price that a stock is allowed to trade at a given point in 

time.  
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(Also called the lower 
bound or lower price 
limit) 

For LULD, LBND is price dependent, time dependent, and Tier 
dependent. For Tier 1 stocks priced $3.00 or more the LBND = 0.95 
X RP beginning 15 minutes after the market opens until 25 minutes 
before the market close. During the first 15 minutes and final 25 
minutes of trading the LBND = 0.90 X RP. For Tier 2 stocks priced 
$3.00 or more the LBND = 0.90 X RP beginning 15 minutes after the 
market opens until 25 minutes before the market close. During the 
first 15 minutes and final 25 minutes of trading the LBND = 0.80 X 
RP. For Tier 1 and Tier 2 stocks that are priced between $0.75 and 
$3.00, LBND = 0.80 X RP beginning 15 minutes after the market 
opens until 25 minutes before the market close. During the first 15 
minutes and final 25 minutes of trading the LBND = 0.60 X RP. For 
Tier 1 and Tier 2stocks that are priced less than $0.75, LBND is the 
lessor of 0.25 X RP or $0.15.  
For SQ, both the UBND is and LBND are price dependent and is a 
set number of JPY rather than a percentage or the RP. 

LBNDM  The midpoint between the LBND and the RP.  
Limit Parameter The price range between the RP and the UBND (LBND). 
Magnet Effect A tendency for stock prices to accelerate toward the UBND or 

LBND as prices approach the UBND or LBND. 
Pseudo Event A simulated price-limit event on an exchange other than the one 

with the price limit rule. LULD pseudo-events are SLULD events 
on the TSE. SQ pseudo-events are SSQ events in US. 

RP 
(Reference Price) 

The midpoint between the UBND and LBND.  
For LULD, at the start of trading the RP is the opening price on the 
listing exchange. Thereafter, the RP is the arithmetic mean trade 
price during the immediately preceding 5 minutes.  
For SQ, the RP is the previous trade price except at the market open 
where the RP is the closing price from the previous trading day. 
For both the SQ and LULD, LBND and UBND are the same 
distance from the RP. 

Tier 1 All NMS stocks included in the S&P 500 Index, the Russell 1000 
Index, and select exchange-traded products 

Tier 2 All NMS stocks that are not included in Tier 1. 
UBEVT A disallowed trade or quote is at a price higher than UBND. 
UBND 
(Also called the upper 
bound or upper price 
limit.) 

The highest price that a stock is allowed to trade at a given point in 
time. 
For SQ, both the UBND is and LBND are price dependent and is a 
set number of JPY rather than a percentage or the RP. 

UBNDM  The midpoint between the UBND and the RP. 
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Event variables 
ABRTN The absolute return on the stock during the LULD or SQ price limit 

event. Computed as the first trade price after an LULD or SQ event 
less the last trade price prior to the price limit event scaled by the last 
trade price prior to the event. 

ABRTN5M The absolute return on the stock during the LULD or SQ price limit 
event. Computed as the last trade price in the post-event interval less 
the last trade price prior to the price limit event scaled by the last 
trade price prior to the event. 

DCall A dummy variable equal to 1 when the resolution mechanism is a call 
auction and 0 for continuous trading. 

DMorning A dummy variable equal to 1 when the event begins during the 
morning session of the TSE or during the first half of the trading day 
in the US, and equal to 0 otherwise 

DUP A dummy variable equal to 1 for UBEVT and 0 for LBEVT 
Duration The length of time that a price limit lasts measured in seconds. 
Event Statistic The statistic from the ith event in each sample. Since there is no 

trading during an event, these statistics are for the five-minute period 
before and after the event. 

Mean Abnormal 
Statistic 

Firm-specific, time-controlled volatility and volume. For each event 
t, for each firm, for variable X, we calculate the mean value of X 
over all days other than the event day for the five-minute interval at 
the same time of day to obtain XBL. The Mean Abnormal Statistic is 
Xt/XBL. 

Intraday Volatility A measure of volatility throughout the trading day 
 

𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅𝐼𝐼 𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐼𝐼 =  𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐼𝐼 𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻ℎ 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶 − 𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐼𝐼 𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶 
Daily Volatility A measure of volatility over an entire trading day 

 
𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐼𝐼 𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐼𝐼 =  𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅(𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶 − 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶) 

Microstructure Noise A ratio to measure the intra-day price range relative to the daily 
price range. 
 

𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶 𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶 =  
𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶 𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅𝐼𝐼 𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐼𝐼
𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶 𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐼𝐼 𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐼𝐼  

 
Path dummy variables 

DAT_LIMIT A dummy variable equal to 1 when the observation’s Post-event price 
path is AT_LIMIT and 0 otherwise. 

DC, (DF) A dummy variable equal to 1 when the ASK (BID) is nearer to the 
UBND (LBND) than to the RP. 

DContinue A dummy variable equal to 1 when the observation’s Post-event price 
path is Continue and 0 otherwise. 
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DHIVT A dummy variable equal to 1 when the observation’s Post-event price 
path is HIVT and 0 otherwise. 

DNOTRD A dummy variable equal to 1 when the observation’s Post-event price 
path is NOTRD and 0 otherwise. 

DO, (DU) A dummy variable equal to 1 when the ASK (BID) is higher (lower) 
than the UBND (LBND). 

DReversal A dummy variable equal to 1 when the observation’s Post-event price 
path is Reversal and 0 otherwise. 

DTrade A dummy variable equal to 1 when a change in the ASK or BID is 
due to a trade. 

Near A ratio to measure how near the BID (ASK) is to the LBND (UBND). 

𝑈𝑈(𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅) =
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 − 𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀
𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 − 𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀

 

𝐿𝐿(𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅) =
𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀 − 𝑈𝑈𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈
𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀 − 𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈

 

Reversion Effect The opposite of the magnet effect. A condition in which prices or 
quotes are more likely to adjust towards the reference price rather 
than towards the price limit when prices are near to the price limits. 

Trade A dummy variable equal to 1 if the most recent quote follows a trade. 
Post-event variables 

5MP Average trade price during the Post-event period. 
DPE A dummy variable equal to one for observations during the post-

event interval. 
Fstpri The first trade price Post-event. 
Post-event interval The five-minute period immediately following the end of a price limit 

event. Calculated statistics during the post-event interval are denoted 
with a subscript ‘post.’ 

Pseudo Event A simulated price-limit event on an exchange other than the one with 
the price limit rule. For LULD, events on the TSE; for the TSE, 
events of a US exchange. FOR LULD, these are designated SLULD 
and for the TSE they are designated as SSQ. 

Pre-event variables 
Pre-event interval The five-minute period immediately preceding the start of a price 

limit event. Calculated statistics during the pre-event interval are 
denoted with a subscript ‘pre.’ 

Price-path variables 
AT_LIMIT A condition where the price path of a stock remains near or at the 

applicable price limit. For a UBEVT, UBNDM ≤ Fstpri or 5MP ≤ 
UBND. For a LBEVT, LBND ≤ Fstpri or 5MP ≤ LBNDM. 

Continue For an UBND event, a UBND < Fstpri or UBND < 5MP.  
For a LBND event, Fstpri < LBND or 5MP < LBND. 

EXVT 
(Extreme Volatility) 

Extreme volatility. A condition where the price path of a stock 
reverses in the opposite direction to continue beyond the opposing 
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price limit. For UBEVT, Fstpri < LBND or 5MP < LBND. For 
LBEVT, UBND < Fstpri or 5MP < Fstpri. 

HIVT  
(High Volatility) 

A condition where the price path of a stock reverses in the opposite 
direction as the applicable price limit. For UBEVT, LBND ≤ Fstpri or 
5MP ≤ LBNDM. For LBEVT, UBNDM ≤ Fstpri or 5MP ≤ UBND. 

Reversal A condition where the price path of a stock returns to the reference 
price level. For any LULD or SQ event, LBNDM < Fstpri or 5MP < 
UBNDM. 

Variables measured over 5-minute intervals 
ABRET The absolute return. Computed as the last trade price in an interval 

less the first trade price in an interval scaled by the first trade price in 
an interval. 

HILO The absolute difference between the highest and lowest trade price in 
an interval. 

HILOP The HILO variable scaled by the lowest trade price in an interval. 
MHILO The highest midpoint less the lowest midpoint scaled by the lowest 

midpoint during the interval. 
SHRS The number of shares traded in an interval. 
SPDREV The number of revisions to the BBO midpoint in an interval. 
TRDS The number of trades in an interval. 
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Appendix B 

Trade-to-trade price limits 

For the Tokyo Stock Exchange, we present the trade-to-trade price limits, which vary according 
to the price of each stock. Columns 3 and 4 are calculated by dividing the absolute price limit 
by the stock price at the lower and upper range of the price category, respectively. These data 
are obtained from the TSE web site. All prices are in JPY 
 

Stock price Absolute 
JPY limit 

Price limit as % of 

  LBND UBND 
        0 to 200 
      200 to 500 
      500 to 700 
      700 to 1,000 
    1,000 to 1,500 
    1,500 to 2,000 
    2,000 to 3,000 
    3,000 to 5,000 
    5,000 to 7,000 
    7,000 to 10,000 
   10,000 to 15,000 
   15,000 to 20,000 
   20,000 to 30,000 
   30,000 to 50,000 
   50,000 to 70,000 
   70,000 to 100,000 
  100,000 to 150,000 
  150,000 to 200,000 
  200,000 to 300,000 
  300,000 to 500,000 
  500,000 to 700,000 
  700,000 to 1,000,000 
 1,000,000 to 1,500,000 
 1,500,000 to 2,000,000 
 2,000,000 to 3,000,000 
 3,000,000 to 5,000,000 
 5,000,000 to 7,000,000  
 7,000,000 to 10,000,000 
10,000,000 to 15,000,000 
15,000,000 to 20,000,000 
20,000,000 to 30,000,000 
30,000,000 to 50,000,000 
Over 50,000,000 

 ± 5 
± 8 
± 10 
± 15 
± 30 
± 40 
± 50 
± 70 
± 100 
± 150 
± 300 
± 400 
± 500 
± 700 
± 1,000 
± 1,500 
± 3,000 
± 4,000 
± 5,000 
± 7,000 
± 10,000 
± 15,000 
± 30,000 
± 40,000 
± 50,000 
± 70,000 
± 100,000 
± 150,000 
± 300,000 
± 400,000 
± 500,000 
± 700,000 
± 1,000,000 

  
± 4% 
± 2% 
± 2.1% 
± 3% 
± 2.7% 
± 2.5% 
± 2.3% 
± 2% 
± 2.1% 
± 3% 
± 2.7% 
± 2.5% 
± 2.3% 
± 2% 
± 2.1% 
± 3% 
± 2.7% 
± 2.5% 
± 2.3% 
± 2% 
± 2.1% 
± 3% 
± 2.7% 
± 2.5% 
± 2.3% 
± 2% 
± 2.1% 
± 3% 
± 2.7% 
± 2.5% 
± 2.3% 
± 2% 

 ± 2.5% 
± 1.6% 
± 1.4% 
± 1.5% 
± 2% 
± 2% 
± 1.7% 
± 1.4% 
± 1.4% 
± 1.5% 
± 2% 
± 2% 
± 1.7% 
± 1.4% 
± 1.4% 
± 1.5% 
± 2% 
± 2% 
± 1.7% 
± 1.4% 
± 1.4% 
± 1.5% 
± 2% 
± 2% 
± 1.7% 
± 1.4% 
± 1.4% 
± 1.5% 
± 2% 
± 2% 
± 1.7% 
± 1.4% 
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics for SQ and LULD events 
We examine LULD (Panel A) for all U.S. exchanges and SQ (Panel B) events for the TSE during the 
month of January 2015. For both Panels, we present results for the total sample (All) and classified by 
whether the events are in the morning (DMorning = 1) or afternoon (DMorning = 0), initiated by a UBND 
(DU = 1) or LBND (DU = 0) condition, or occur during continuous trading (DCall = 0) or the call auction 
(DCall = 1). For each event, we present the number of observations, Duration (in seconds); ABRTN and 
ABRTN5M. Mean and median values (in parentheses) are reported.  
 N Duration ABRTN ABRTN5M 

Panel A: LULD 

All 6,775 290.56 0.236 3.345 
  (0.01) (0.0) (0.231) 
DMorning = 1 3,243 493.11 0.140 2.048 
  (0.01) (0.0) (0.292) 
DMorning = 0 3,532 104.59 0.342 4.536 
  (0.01) (0.0) (0.200) 
DU = 1 3,471 370.87 0.284 1.613 
  (0.01) (0.0) (0.177) 
DU = 0 3,304 214.13 0.191 5.164 
  (0.01) (0.0) (0.333) 
DCall = 0 6,747 285.44 0.228 3.348 
  (0.01) (0.0) (0.231) 
DCall = 1 28 1,526.22 2.276 2.656 
  (315.01) (0.053) (0.394) 
Panel B: SQ 
All 
 

7,058 
 

133.99 
(7.0) 

0.011 
(0.008) 

0.013 
(0.015) 

DMorning = 1 
 
DMorning = 0 

4,170 
 

2,888 
 

134.01 
(5.5) 

133.95 
(8.5) 

0.012 
(0.015) 
0.009 

(0.001) 

0.015 
(0.017) 
0.011 

(0.004) 
DU = 1 5,862 115.90 0.011 0.018 
  (5.0) (0.006) (0.008) 
DU = 0 1,196 222.62 0.007 0.021 
  (29.0) (0.015) (0.020) 
DCall = 0 7,056 133.99 0.011 0.013 
  (6.5) (0.008) (0.015) 
DCall = 1 2 135 0.00 0.00 
  (135) (0.00) (0.00) 
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Table 2. Classification of trades following LULD, SQ, SLULD, and SSQ events 
We examine LULD (Panel A), SQ (Panel B), SLULD (Panel C), and SSQ (Panel D) 
events. For each event, we identify the Fstpri and the 5MP following the event. We 
classify these as a Reversal, AT_LIMIT, Continue, HIVT, and EXVT using Fstpri and 
5MP, in turn.  

 Fstpri 5MP 

Panel A: LULD (n = 6,775) 
Continue  0.89%  4.43% 
All Reversal types  86.58%  83.03% 
    AT_LIMIT 11.79%  0.87%  
    Reversal 74.60%  82.11%  
    HIVT 0.15%  0.01%  
    EXVT 0.04%  0.04%  
NOTRD  12.53%  12.53% 
Total  100.00%  100.00% 
Panel B: SQ (n = 7,058) 
Continue  13.88%  26.07% 
All Reversal types   86.13%  73.92% 
    AT_LIMIT 41.73%  19.95%  
    Reversal 43.44%  41.03%  
    HIVT 0.79%  6.64%  
    EXVT 0.17%  6.30%  
Total  100.00%  100.00% 
Panel C: SLULD (n = 447) 
Continue    6.25% 
All Reversal types     35.78% 
    AT_LIMIT   10.99%  
    Reversal   24.57%  
    HIVT   0.22%  
        0.00%  
NOTRD    57.97% 
Total    100.00% 
Panel D: SSQ (n = 10,453) 
Continue    73.40% 
All Reversal types     26.59% 
    AT_LIMIT   15.69%  
    Reversal   10.27%  
    HIVT   0.34%  
    EXVT   0.29%  
Total    100.00% 
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Table 3. Probit analysis for investigation of delayed price discovery 
We examine the market conditions preceding LULD, SQ, SLULD, and SSQ events. We group LULD 
with SLULD, SQ with SSQ, LULD with SSQ, and SQ with SLULD. Using a probit model, we regress 
Continue on our pre-event volatility and volume measures. Our primary RHS variable is DTREAT, which 
equals 1 for each LULD or SQ observations. Our control variables include the volatility and volume pre-
event and BL measures. We include dummy variables for time of day (DMorning), resolution mechanism 
(Call), and to distinguish UBEVT from LBEVT (DUP). Our final control variable is Duration. Positive 
(negative) coefficients that are less (greater) than 0.001 (-0.001) are rounded to 0.001 (-0.001). *, **, and 
*** indicate significance at the 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 levels, respectively. 

 LULD vs SLULD SQ vs SSQ LULD vs SSQ SQ vs SLULD 
Intercept -1.72*** 0.760*** 0.661*** -1.216*** 
DTREAT -0.518*** -1.232*** -2.458*** 0.984*** 
     
ABRETPRE 2.734** 0.480 4.542*** -2.442* 
HILOPRE -0.001** -0.001 -0.003*** -0.001 
HILOPPRE 0.019 -6.93*** -1.654* 5.011*** 
TRDSPRE 0.001*** -0.001** 0.001*** -0.001** 
SHRSPRE -0.001 -0.001*** -0.001 -0.001*** 
SPDREVPRE -0.001*** 0.001 -0.001 0.001 
MHILOPRE -0.002*** 7.983*** -0.003*** 1.119*** 
     
ABRETBL 28.36*** 13.86*** 28.21*** 21.63* 
HILOBL 0.006** 0.001** 0.069*** 0.001** 
HILOPBL -19.04* -24.03*** -26.97*** -27.01*** 
TRDSBL 0.001 0.001 -0.001 0.001** 
SHRS -0.001 0.001*** -0.001** 0.001*** 
SPDREVBL 0.001 -0.001* -0.001 -0.002* 
MHILOBL -0.388 1.01*** -0.002 0.656 
     
DMorning 0.595*** 0.180*** 0.204*** 0.208*** 
DCall 1.51*** 0.001 1.375*** 0.001 
DUP -0.227*** -0.197*** -0.061** -0.592*** 
Duration -0.001* 0.001*** -0.001* 0.001* 
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Table 4. Investigation of magnet effect due to LULD and SQ price-limit rules 
For January 2015, we identify UBND and LBND for each event type using NBBOs from DTAQ. For 
UBND, in Panel A, we report the results of our estimate of the following AR(3) time series regression 
model:  

𝑈𝑈(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑡 = 𝛼𝛼0 + 𝛼𝛼1𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝛼𝛼2𝑈𝑈𝑂𝑂𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝛼𝛼3𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 +  𝛼𝛼4𝑈𝑈(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝛼𝛼5𝑈𝑈(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑡−2
+ 𝛼𝛼6𝑈𝑈(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑡−3 + 𝜀𝜀 

Similarly, for LBND, in Panel B, we report the results of our estimate of the following regression model:  

𝐿𝐿(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑡 = 𝛼𝛼0  +  𝛼𝛼1𝑈𝑈𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝛼𝛼2𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝛼𝛼3𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 +  𝛼𝛼4𝐿𝐿(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝛼𝛼5𝐿𝐿(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑡−2
+ 𝛼𝛼6𝐿𝐿(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑡−3 + +𝜀𝜀 

We replicate the analysis using only stocks that have an event and report the results in Panels C and D, 
respectively. Variables definitions are in Appendix A. *, **, and *** indicate significance at the 0.1, 0.05, 
and 0.01 levels, respectively. 

 LULD SLULD SQ SSQ 

Panel A: UBND (all stocks)   

Intercept 0.022*** -0.004*** -0.007*** 0.154*** 
DC -0.343*** 0.004*** 0.007*** -0.195 
DO -24.8*** -0.032*** -0.037*** -5.409*** 
Trade -0.009*** 0.014 0.010 -0.246*** 
Neart-1 -0.338*** -0.975*** -0.930*** -0.655*** 
Neart-2 -0.056*** -0.227*** -0.327 -0.039*** 
Neart-3 -0.141*** -0.173*** -0.277** -0.236*** 
Panel B: LBND (all stocks)    
Intercept 0.091*** -0.004*** -0.003*** 0.091*** 
DF -0.479*** -0.003*** -0.009*** -0.479 *** 
DU -6.234*** -0.057*** -0.058*** -6.324*** 
Trade -0.076*** 0.011*** 0.005*** -0.076* 
Neart-1 -0.004*** -0.718*** -0.658*** -0.004*** 
Neart-2 0.001*** -0.075*** -0.270*** 0.001*** 
Neart-3 -0.001*** -0.205*** -0.143*** -0.001*** 
Panel C: UBND (only stocks with events) 
Intercept 0.042*** -0.007*** -0.009*** 0.102*** 
DC -0.258*** -0.007*** 0.007*** -0.549*** 
DO -2.140** -0.029*** -0.018*** -1.491*** 
Trade -0.058* 0.028*** 0.018*** -0.129*** 
Neart-1 -0.153*** -1.034*** -0.838*** -0.259*** 
Neart-2 -0.048*** -0.294*** -0.341*** 0.091*** 
Neart-3 -0.038*** -0.217*** -0.184*** -0.286*** 
Panel D: LBND (only stocks with events) 
Intercept 0.028*** -0.009*** -0.008*** 0.028*** 
DF -0.066*** -0.004*** -0.002*** -0.066*** 
DU -0.627*** -0.039*** -0.033*** -0.627*** 
Trade 0.014*** 0.028*** -0.014*** -0.014*** 
Neart-1 -0.898*** -0.868*** -0.705*** -0.898*** 
Neart-2 -0.528*** -0.175*** -0.272*** -0.528*** 
Neart-3 -0.277*** -0.225*** -0.135*** -0.277*** 
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Table 5. Actual and pseudo values 
For LULD, SQ, SLULD, and SSQ, we report pre-event (Panel A) and post-event (Panel B) mean 
abnormal statistics. We test the null hypothesis that each mean abnormal statistic is equal to its 
comparable mean BL statistic (not tabulated) and indicate significant differences. *** indicates 
significance at the 0.01 level. We also compare the means of the actual and pseudo values using 
a standard t test and report the p-values.  
 N  ABRET HILO HILOP SPDREV MHILO SHRS TRDS 

Panel A: Pre-event 
LULD 6,362  1,310*** 465*** 474*** 187*** 590 580*** 241*** 
SLULD 292  1,053*** 718 707*** 465*** 306*** 1,099*** 437*** 
p-value   0.159 0.007 0.012 <0.001 0.200 0.297 0.001 
SQ 6,592  449*** 406*** 395*** 630*** 518*** 659*** 399*** 
SSQ 10,452  93.3*** 45.8*** 61.3*** 26.7*** 22.6*** 70.3** 47.9* 
p-value   <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 
Panel B: Post-event 
LULD 6,498  556*** 378*** 431*** 346*** 297 444*** 217*** 
SLULD 437  363*** 396 384*** 702*** 1,059*** 417*** 462*** 
p-value   0.008 0.718 0.548 <0.001 0.310 0.003 0.056 
SQ 6,623  326*** 400*** 364*** 684*** 384*** 407*** 368*** 
SSQ 9,914  410*** 217*** 418*** 37.3*** 29.1*** 155*** 128*** 
p-value   0.117 <0.001 0.645 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 
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Table 6. The flash crashes of May 6th, 2010 and August 24th, 2015 
LULD came about as a response to the May 6th, 2010 flash crash. August 24th, 2015 saw a similar flash crash 
at a time that LULD was in effect. For both May and August, we evaluate the effectiveness of LULD by 
comparing Intraday Volatility (Panel A) and Microstructure Noise (Panel B) where these two variables are: 
 

𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅𝐼𝐼 𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐼𝐼 =  𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐼𝐼 𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻ℎ 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶 − 𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐼𝐼 𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶 
 

𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶 𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶 =  
𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅𝐼𝐼 𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐼𝐼

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅(𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶 − 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶)
 

 
For each stock. We test whether the differences are statistically different from zero and report the p-values in 
the last column. Column 3 in Panels A and B reports results for January 2015 to allow comparison with normal 
values. Using a standard t-test, we compare May and Aug and report the p-values. *, **, and *** indicate 
significance at the 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 levels, respectively. 
 N January 2015 May 6th, 2010 August 24th, 2015 Difference p-value 
Panel A: Intraday Volatility      
Full Sample 4,389 $0.931 $4.276 $3.384 $0.892*** <0.001 
5% Price Parameter 1,187 $1.511 $8.518 $6.969 $1.549*** <0.001 
10% Price Parameter 2,666 $0.757 $2.640 $2.009 $0.631*** <0.001 
Panel B: Microstructure Noise     
Full Sample 4,389 3.542 7.424 10.341 -2.917*** <0.001 
5% Price Parameter 1,187 4.273 9.142 13.779 -4.637*** <0.001 
10% Price Parameter 2,666 3.368 6.749 8.995 -2.246*** <0.001 
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Table 7. Special quote’s dynamic price bands 
We examine the dynamic nature of special quote’s price bands. We test for price discovery interference 
(Panel A), the magnet effect (Panel B) and volatility spillover (Panel C). In Panel A we identify the 5MP 
for each event. We classify these as Reversal or Continuation. In Panel B we remove securities that 
experience a SQ event with duration greater than 180 seconds. We estimate (8) and (9) and report the 
results of the DC and DF variables. Full regression results are reported in Internet Appendix F. In Panel 
C we report mean abnormal statistics pre-and post-event periods. We report the mean difference using a 
t-test and report the p-values. *, **, and *** indicate significance at the 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 levels, 
respectively. 
n=997 

Panel A: Price Discovery 
 5MP    

Continuation 13.24%    
Reversal 86.76%    
Total 100%    
Panel B: Magnet Effect 
 SQ    

UBND     
     DC 0.011***    
LBND     
     DF -0.017***    
Panel C: Volatility 
 ABSRET HILO HILOP SPDREV MHILO SHRS TRDS 
Pre-event 411 398 396 391 462 456 289 
Post-event 3,703 3,393 276 478 402 268 217 
Difference -3291 -2,995 120 -87.14 60.4 188 71.9 
p-value 0.001 0.012 0.038 0.011 0.408 0.001 0.001 
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Table 8. Daily Static Price Limits 
We examine the TSE’s daily price limit. We test for price discovery interference (Panel A), the magnet 
effect (Panel B) and volatility spillover (Panel C). For each event we identify the average trade price on 
the trading day following the price limit event. We classify these as Reversal or Continuation. In Panel 
B we estimate (8) and (9) and report the results of the DC and DF variables. Full regression results are 
reported in Internet Appendix G. In Panel C we report mean abnormal statistics pre-and post-event 
periods. We report the mean difference using a paired t-test and report the p-values. *, **, and *** 
indicate significance at the 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 levels, respectively. 
n=847 

Panel A: Price Discovery    

 Average Trade Price    
Continuation 57.38%    
Reversal 42.62%    
Total 100%    
Panel B: Magnet Effect    

 Near=0.50 Near=0.75 Near=0.90  
UBND     
DC -0.003*** -0.010*** -0.040***  
LBND     
DF 0.002*** 0.005*** 0.017***  
Panel C: Volatility    

 ABSRET HILO HILOP SPDREV MHILO SHRS TRDS 
Pre-event 296 234 229 366 253 518 442 
Post-event 199 232 209 321 210 505 423 
Difference 96.6 2.22 19.5 45.4 42.8 13.1 19.4 
P-Value 0.001 0.9223 0.338 0.522 0.008 0.932 0.882 
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Supplemental Material  

Internet Appendices to 

Short duration, dynamic price limits: 

The special quote and limit up limit down rules 

 

Internet Appendix A 

Definitions of terms 

Relation of Lee, Ready, and Seguin (1994) abnormal statistic to ours 

Lee, Ready, and Seguin (1994) define the average abnormal statistic as: 

=
1
𝐶𝐶
�

𝐻𝐻𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 − 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆ℎ𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖
𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1

 

where n = number of halts; Halt Statistic = the statistic from the ith halt; Matched Statistic = the 

statistic from the ith matched pseudo-halt; Average Statistic = the average statistic from the 

reference sample. 

We likewise define our average abnormal statistics the same way. However, in our research 

design, neither n nor Average Statistic is constant between the price limits (halts) and the pseudo-

events (matched). Our average abnormal statistic is defined as follows:  

1
𝐶𝐶
�

𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖
𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖

−  
1
𝑞𝑞
�

𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 − 𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑗𝑗
𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑗𝑗

𝑞𝑞

𝑗𝑗−1

𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1

 

where: n = number of price limit events; q = number of pseudo-events; Event Statistic = the statistic 

from the ith event. The Event Statistic is the same variables as Halt Statistic from Lee, Ready, and 

Seguin (1994). We use the term ‘Event’ because not all price limit events result in a halt. Pseudo-

Event Statistic = the statistic from the jth pseudo-event; Average Statistici = Average statistic from 
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the event reference sample; Average Statisticj = Average statistic from the pseudo-event reference 

sample. 

Proof 

Our average abnormal statistic measure is defined as follows: 

1
𝐶𝐶
�

𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖
𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖

−  
1
𝑞𝑞
�

𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 − 𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑗𝑗
𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑗𝑗

𝑞𝑞

𝑗𝑗=1

𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1

 

This is a general form of the equation used by Lee, Ready, and Seguin (1994).  

When n and q are equal  

1
𝐶𝐶
�

𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖
𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖

−  
1
𝐶𝐶
�

𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 − 𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑗𝑗
𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑗𝑗

𝑛𝑛

𝑗𝑗=1

𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1

 

When Average Statistici and Average Statisticj are equal and derived from the same sample 

1
𝐶𝐶
�

𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖
𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖

−  
1
𝐶𝐶
�

𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 − 𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑗𝑗
𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛

𝑗𝑗=1

𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1

 

When each event is matched to only one pseudo-event 

1
𝐶𝐶
�

𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖
𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖

−  
1
𝐶𝐶
�

𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆ℎ𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖
𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1

𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1

 

When simplified: 

1
𝐶𝐶
�

𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 − 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆ℎ𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖
𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1

 

This special case of our general equation is equal to the average abnormal statistic used by Lee, 

Ready, and Seguin (1994): 

1
𝐶𝐶
�

𝐻𝐻𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 − 𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆ℎ𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖
𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1
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Internet Appendix B 

The limit order book during the opening and closing seconds 

We present a sample of the limit order book during the opening and closing seconds. 

Beginning with the open, we document suspicious quote activity during the first few 

seconds of the trading day. The ASK is either missing or at a price as high as one thousand 

times higher than the BID. These values do not accurately depict typical quote or trade 

prices for the stock. This condition is generally resolved within the first twenty seconds 

of trading and is not observed again until the final twenty seconds of trading. Column 1 is 

the ith observation of the NBBO beginning at the open.  

Suspicious quotes at the open 01/02/2015 

Observation Ticker Time seconds ASK BID Midpoint 
1 AIRI 9:30 0 0.00 6.90 crossed 
2 AIRI 9:30 0 249,999.98 8.55 125,004.27 
3 AIRI 9:30 0 42,949.00 6.90 21,477.95 
33 AIRI 9:30 1 21.60 7.50 14.55 
34 AIRI 9:30 1 13.46 10.00 11.73 
35 AIRI 9:30 1 13.20 7.50 10.35 
36 AIRI 9:30 1 13.46 9.30 11.38 

We find similar suspicious behavior at the close similar the open. In the closing seconds of the 

trading day, we find Ask quotes that are missing or many thousand times higher than normal trade 

prices. We also find Bid quotes that are at or near zero. 
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Suspicious quotes at the close 01/05/2015 
L-16 OCC 4:00 0 5.88 3.28 4.58 
L-4 OCC 4:00 0 5.88 0.01 2.935 
L-1 OCC 4:00 0 199,999.99 0.0001 99,999.995 

L (Last) OCC 4:00 0 0 0.0001 Crossed 
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Internet Appendix C 

Comparison of event time and control time statistics 

Following Lee, Ready, and Seguin (1994), Mean Abnormal Statistics represent firm-specific 

and time-controlled volatility relative to BL values. We report the Mean Abnormal Statistic in 

Table C1, Panel A. The value of 1,310 indicates that the event statistic is about 13 times larger 

than the base-period statistic. We replicate this analysis for the remaining variables (HILO, 

HILOP, MHILO, TRDS, and SHRS, in turn) and report the results in Table C1, Panel A. We 

replicate the entire analysis for SQ pre-event observations (Table C1, Panel B), and for both SQ 

and LULD post-event observations (Table C2, Panels A and B, respectively).  

For both SQ and LULD, volatility and volume are significantly higher across all measures both 

before and after an LULD or SQ event (apart from pre- and post-event MHILO for LULD).15 

However, by design, SQ and LULD events should occur at times of elevated volatility when we 

would expect pre-event volatility to be abnormally high. We also conclude from these results that 

the price and volume adjustment is incomplete at the end of a price-limit event. While our research 

design controls for time-of-day and firm-specific effects, we do not control for the magnitude of 

the price move due to information release or order imbalance. Our results are similar to the Lee, 

Ready, and Sequin (1994) findings regarding NYSE trading halts. 

  

                                                            
15 We find only 2 qualifying SQ events that are resolved with a call auction. We find that no trades occur 
in the five minutes preceding either of these events. ABRET, HILO, HILOP, SHRS, and TRDS are all 
equal to 0 for these events and the Mean abnormal statistic is equal to 0. Abnormal statistics are markedly 
lower following call auction resolved events as well. These results are contrary to Hypothesis 3. 
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Table C1. Pre-event statistics 
For each five-minute, pre-event period t, we calculate the value of ABRETt and StatisticBL,t. Let t0 be the 
beginning of the trading. Period 1 is t0 through t4; period 2, t5 through t9; and so forth. For each firm for each 
event, BLt is the period that includes the beginning time of the associated pre-event interval. StatisticBL,t is the 
mean value of ABRET over all BLt’s, excluding the event day. We define St as ABRETt /StatisticBL,t and Mean 
Abnormal Statistic as the mean of St over all t times 100. We test whether the null hypothesis that the means 
for all pre-event ABRETt’s and the corresponding StatisticBL,t’s are equal using a standard t test. We report St 
for LULD events in Panel A and for SQ events in Panel B. We repeat the entire analysis for HILO, HILOP, 
SPDREV, MHILO, SHRS, and TRDS, in turn. *, **, and *** indicate significance at the 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 
levels, respectively. 

 Volatility measures Volume measures 

 ABRET HILO HILOP SPDREV MHILO SHRS TRDS 

Panel A: LULD (n = 6,362) 
All 1,310*** 465*** 474*** 187*** 590 580*** 241*** 
        
DMorning=1 503*** 387*** 420*** 224*** 898 495*** 272*** 
DMorning=0 1,918*** 525*** 514*** 156*** 360 648*** 217*** 
        
Call = 0 1,313*** 466*** 474*** 187*** 600 581*** 241*** 
Call = 1 558*** 411** 405*** 169 226 280 260 
        
DUP = 0 1,043*** 445*** 451*** 131*** 694 747*** 214***  
DUP = 1 1,623*** 489*** 500*** 248*** 492 395*** 272*** 

Panel B: SQ (n = 6,592) 

All 449*** 406*** 395*** 630*** 518*** 659*** 399*** 
        
DMorning=1 445*** 400*** 388*** 635*** 553*** 684*** 388*** 
DMorning=0 453*** 414*** 404*** 624*** 470*** 625*** 413*** 
        
Call = 0 449*** 406*** 395*** 630*** 518*** 659*** 399*** 
Call = 1 0*** 0*** 0*** 3.3*** 22.1*** 0*** 0*** 
        
DUP = 0 591*** 486*** 488*** 579*** 719*** 415*** 300*** 
DUP = 1 425*** 393*** 380*** 640*** 481*** 705*** 417*** 
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Table C2. Post-event statistics 
For each five-minute, post-event period t, we calculate the value of ABRETt and StatisticBL,t. Let t0 be the 
beginning of the trading. Period 1 is t0 through t4; period 2, t5 through t9; and so forth. For each firm for each 
event, BLt is the period that includes the beginning time of the associated post-event interval. StatisticBL,t is 
the mean value of ABRET over all BLt’s, excluding the event day. We define St as ABRETt /StatisticBL,t and 
Mean Abnormal Statistic as the mean of St over all t times 100. We test whether the null hypothesis that the 
means for all post-event ABRETt’s and the corresponding StatisticBL,t’s are equal using a standard t test. We 
report St for LULD events in Panel A and for SQ events in Panel B. We repeat the entire analysis for HILO, 
HILOP, SPDREV, MHILO, SHRS, and TRDS, in turn. *, **, and *** indicate significance at the 0.1, 0.05, and 
0.01 levels, respectively. 

 Volatility measures Volume measures 

 ABRET HILO HILOP SPDREV MHILO SHRS TRDS 

Panel A: LULD (n = 6,498) 
All 556*** 378*** 431*** 346*** 297 444*** 217*** 
        
DMorning = 1 223*** 229*** 368*** 317*** 273 312*** 156*** 
DMorning = 0 862*** 517*** 490*** 475*** 321*** 575*** 277*** 
        
Call = 0 558*** 380*** 433*** 347*** 297 446*** 218*** 
Call = 1 99.41 77.9 53.1 166 470 41.8 27.9** 
        
DUP = 0 303*** 351*** 458*** 211*** 223* 546*** 188*** 
DUP = 1 840*** 409*** 401*** 489*** 377 337*** 248*** 
Panel B: SQ (n = 6,623)  
All 326*** 400*** 364*** 684*** 384*** 407*** 368*** 
        
DMorning = 1 315*** 416*** 387*** 721*** 391*** 454*** 403*** 
DMorning = 0 334*** 390*** 350*** 691*** 380*** 376*** 345*** 
        
Call = 0 326*** 400*** 364*** 685*** 384*** 407*** 368*** 
Call = 1 45.1 68.7 67.9 91.7*** 43.0 195* 139 
        
DUP = 0 415*** 498*** 480*** 845*** 547*** 403*** 405*** 
DUP = 1 311*** 383*** 344*** 653*** 353*** 407*** 361*** 
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Internet Appendix D 

Additional test of Hypothesis 3A 

We extend our analysis of hypothesis 3A and perform an OLS regression to isolate the market’s 

response to the trading pause by estimating the following volatility and volume regressions. For 

volatility, our regression is: 

𝐸𝐸 = 𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽1𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑈𝐴𝐴𝑈𝑈 + 𝛽𝛽2 𝐴𝐴𝐻𝐻𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 + 𝛽𝛽3 𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑈𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 +   𝛽𝛽4 𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 𝛽𝛽5𝑈𝑈𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻

+ 𝛽𝛽6𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 + 𝛽𝛽7𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 +  𝛽𝛽8𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 𝛽𝛽9𝑈𝑈𝐴𝐴𝑈𝑈_𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑀𝑀𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈 + 𝛽𝛽10𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

+  𝛽𝛽11𝑈𝑈𝐻𝐻𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 + 𝛽𝛽12𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑂𝑂𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑈 + 𝜀𝜀 

 

For volume, our regression is: 

𝐸𝐸 = 𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽1𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑈𝐴𝐴𝑈𝑈 + 𝛽𝛽2 𝐴𝐴𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 + 𝛽𝛽3 𝐻𝐻𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂𝑀𝑀𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 +  𝛽𝛽4 𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 +  𝛽𝛽5 𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡

+  𝛽𝛽6 𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 𝛽𝛽7𝑈𝑈𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻 + 𝛽𝛽8𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 + 𝛽𝛽9𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 +  𝛽𝛽10𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 

+ 𝛽𝛽11𝑈𝑈𝐴𝐴𝑈𝑈_𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑀𝑀𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈 + 𝛽𝛽12𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 +  𝛽𝛽13𝑈𝑈𝐻𝐻𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 + 𝛽𝛽14𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑂𝑂𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑈 + 𝜀𝜀 

 

Our LHS variable, X, is one of the event statistics ABRET, HILOP, SPDREV, MHILO, SHRS, and 

TRDS, in turn. Our RHS variable of interest is DTREAT, which equals 1 for each LULD or SQ 

observation and 0 for SLULD or SSQ observations. We regress each post-event volatility 

dependent variable on each securities’ post values of SHRS and TRDS excluding the variable on 

the LHS. We regress each post-event volume dependent variable on each securities’ post values 

of ABRET, HILOP, SPDREV, and MHILO excluding the variable on the LHS. We include various 

dummy variables. We control for time of day with DMorning, for event type with DU=1 for 

UBEVT, and for the resolution mechanism with DCall. We add controls for the price path 

following the event: DContinue, DAT_LIMIT, DReversal, DHIVT, and DNOTRD. 

We report results in Table D1 results do not support Hypothesis 3A.  LULD, when compared 

with SLULD, has lower post-event SPDREV (-106), but is significantly greater across all other 
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measures of volatility. Likewise, when SQ is compared to SSQ the DTREAT coefficient is negative 

only for HILOP (-0.007) while all other measures of volatility and volume have a significantly 

positive DTREAT coefficient. When compared to the same simulated rule, both SQ and LULD 

shows evidence of greater post-event volatility. This evidence is weaker when the comparison is 

with the alternate price limit.  

SQ and LULD are reactionary rules designed to halt market activity partially only when 

abnormally high volatility has already entered the market. Indeed, our results confirm that pre-

event volatility and volume are abnormally high. We conclude that at least some of the post-event 

activity is a continuation of pre-event volatility.  
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Table D1. Effect of price limit rules on volatility and volume (full results) 
We regress post-event volatility and volume measurements on DTREAT to measure the volatility spillover 
due to SQ and LULD rules. For volatility measures, our regression model is: 

𝐸𝐸 = 𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽1𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑈𝐴𝐴𝑈𝑈 + 𝛽𝛽2 𝐴𝐴𝐻𝐻𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 + 𝛽𝛽3 𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑈𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 +   𝛽𝛽4 𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 𝛽𝛽5𝑈𝑈𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻 + 𝛽𝛽6𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
+ 𝛽𝛽7𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 +  𝛽𝛽8𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 𝛽𝛽9𝑈𝑈𝐴𝐴𝑈𝑈𝐿𝐿𝑀𝑀𝑈𝑈 + 𝛽𝛽10𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 +  𝛽𝛽11𝑈𝑈𝐻𝐻𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈
+ 𝛽𝛽12𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑂𝑂𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑈 + 𝜀𝜀 

For volume measures, our regression model is: 

𝐸𝐸 = 𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽1𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑈𝐴𝐴𝑈𝑈 + 𝛽𝛽2 𝐴𝐴𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 + 𝛽𝛽3 𝐻𝐻𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂𝑀𝑀𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 +  𝛽𝛽4 𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 +  𝛽𝛽5 𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡
+  𝛽𝛽6 𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 𝛽𝛽7𝑈𝑈𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻 + 𝛽𝛽8𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 + 𝛽𝛽9𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 +  𝛽𝛽10𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 
+ 𝛽𝛽11𝑈𝑈𝐴𝐴𝑈𝑈𝐿𝐿𝑀𝑀𝑈𝑈 + 𝛽𝛽12𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 +  𝛽𝛽13𝑈𝑈𝐻𝐻𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 + 𝛽𝛽14𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑂𝑂𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑈 + 𝜀𝜀 

where the LHS variables are the event statistics ABRET, HILOP, SPDREV, MHILO, SHRS, and TRDS, in 
turn. X is a vector of five variables from the set ABRET, HILOP, SPDREV, MHILO, SHRS, and TRDS, 
excluding the variable on the LHS. These variables are included for the pre, post, and BL intervals so that 
there are fifteen variables in total. Our sample comprises price-limit events and matched pseudo-events. 
We report our results in Panel A. Only the coefficient of DTREAT is reported. We repeat our analysis 
with HILOP, SPDREV, MHILO, SHRS, and TRDS, in turn, as the LHS variable, which allows us to 
complete Panel A. We repeat the entire analysis for SQ and SSQ combined (Panel B), for LULD and SSQ 
combined (Panel C), and for SQ and SLULD combined (Panel D). *, **, and *** indicate significance at 
the 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 levels, respectively.  

 Volatility measures Volume measures 

 ABRET HILOP SPDREV MHILO SHRS TRDS 

Panel A: LULD vs SLULD (n =7,222)    

Intercept -0.018 -0.014 319 -1.087 383,471 -222 
DPE -0.007* -0.003 52.7 -0.150 19,040 28.1 
DTREAT 0.005* 0.004 -105 6.999 93,147 30.7 
I1 -0.021*** -0.006 400*** -2.048 -71,571 72.7 
ABRETBL  1.152*** 45,018*** 201 -14,976,355*** -45,742*** 
HILOPBL 1.136***  -44,127*** -215 11,983,338*** 40,201*** 
SPDREVBL -0.001*** -0.001***  -0.003 -143*** 0.643*** 
MHILOBL -0.001 -0.001 -0.063  -119 -0.150 
SHRSBL 0.001* 0.001*** -0.004*** -0.001  0.001*** 
TRDSBL 0.001*** 0.001*** 5.941*** -0.019 1,257***  
Duration 0.001** 0.001 0.147*** -0.001 -16.8** -0.011** 
DMorning -0.009*** -0.021*** -422*** -7.497* -214,153*** -105*** 
DCall 0.014 0.017 294 -3.710 -203,919 -11.1 
DU 0.029*** 0.030*** -473*** 6.762* -318,618*** 343*** 
DContinue -0.007 -0.011 345 6.834 -44,991 909*** 
DAT_LIMIT 0.004 0.005 418 1.603 19,977 -6.640 
DReversal 0.006 0.019 576 8.173 177,220 48.6 
DHIVT 0.016 0.025 561 1.974 163,896 -305 
DNOTRD 0.010 0.011 294 0.112 -64,269 -61.3 
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Table D1.—Continued 
Panel B: SQ vs SSQ (n =17,511) 
Intercept 0.142*** 0.029*** 71.5*** 0.031*** 273,708*** 216*** 
DPE 0.009*** 0.014*** 8.399* 0.001 4,553 7.329* 
DTREAT 0.009*** 0.020*** 72.1*** 0.021*** 207,596*** 139*** 
I1 0.008*** -0.020*** -12.5* -0.011*** -193,361*** -41.1*** 
ABRETBL  0.883*** -2,030*** -0.112** -7,588,624*** -4,886*** 
HILOPBL 0.340***  2,437*** 0.963*** 6,762,348*** 5,535*** 
SPDREVBL 0.001 0.001***  0.001*** -611*** 0.426*** 
MHILOBL 0.001 0.001** -0.383***  2,543 -0.721 
SHRSBL -0.001** 0.001*** -0.001*** 0.001***  0.001*** 
TRDSBL -0.001 0.001*** 0.830*** 0.001*** 1,368***  
Duration 0.001*** -0.001*** -0.024*** -0.001*** -59.5*** -0.045*** 
DMorning -0.003*** 0.002*** 19.3 0.003*** 4,325 7.360** 
DCall -0.014 -0.019 -138 -0.025* -149,100 -149 
DU -0.003*** -0.002*** -6.095*** -0.002*** 20,664*** 1.033 
DContinue -0.140*** -0.033*** -67.4*** -0.026*** -301,638*** -248*** 
DAT_LIMIT -0.140*** -0.030*** -77.8*** -0.031*** -339,108*** -269*** 
DReversal -0.140*** -0.029*** -77.5*** -0.032*** -150,120*** -218*** 
DHIVT -0.106*** -0.012*** -19.5* -0.017*** 173,705*** -95.3*** 
 

Panel C: LULD vs SSQ (n =17,228)    

Intercept -0.007 0.004 111 3.373 112,695 115 
DPE 0.009*** 0.014*** 10.8 0.085 4,553 7.329 
DTREAT 0.012*** 0.011*** 137*** 10.7** 352,331*** 355*** 
I1 -0.037*** -0.023*** 441*** -2.362 -57,413*** 93.5*** 
ABRETBL  0.965*** 28,617*** 109 -10,032,453*** -30,237*** 
HILOPBL 0.907***  -28,842*** -126 7,449,683*** 26,862*** 
SPDREVBL -0.001*** -0.001****  -0.003 -84.5*** 0.557*** 
MHILOBL -0.001 -0.001 -0.058  -149 -0.143 
SHRSBL 0.001 0.001*** -0.003*** -0.001  0.001*** 
TRDSBL 0.001*** 0.001*** 5.196*** -0.016 1,295***  
Duration 0.001** -0.001 0.142*** -0.001 -22.7*** -0.017*** 
DMorning -0.005*** -0.009*** -226*** -3.827* -99,720*** -43.3*** 
DCall 0.009 0.008 240 -4.763 -237,770 123 
DU 0.012*** 0.013*** -283*** 3.679* -129,330*** 156*** 
DContinue -0.007 -0.014* 234 -2.533 -12,984 -212*** 
DAT_LIMIT -0.003 -0.008 232 -2.753 -15,168 -271*** 
DReversal 0.001 0.001 315 -1.071 58,050 -431*** 
DHIVT 0.001 -0.005 215 -0.888 -11,732 -187* 
DNOTRD 0.003 -0.010 -30.1 -9.439 -259,421** -651*** 
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Table D1.—Continued 

Panel D: SQ vs SLULD (n = 7,505) 

Intercept 0.171*** 0.038*** 158*** 0.083*** 238,770*** 223*** 
DPE -0.007 -0.003 56.0*** 0.013*** 18,989 28.1 
DTREAT -0.008 -0.002 -38.1** -0.030*** 116,548** 53.8** 
I1 0.024*** -0.003 -59.9*** -0.023*** -208,907*** -61.6** 
ABRETBL  0.988*** -6,162*** 0.207 -33,363,929*** -19,999*** 
HILOPBL -0.101  4,238*** 1.527*** 5,705,523** 17,224*** 
SPDREVBL -0.001 -0.001  0.001*** -6,917*** 1.045*** 
MHILOBL 0.546*** 1.563*** 3,102***  27,285,682*** 4,458*** 
SHRSBL -0.001 -0.001*** -0.001*** 0.001***  0.001*** 
TRDSBL 0.001 -0.001 0.819*** -0.001*** 3,083***  
Duration 0.001* -0.001*** -0.023*** -0.001*** -51.8*** -0.034*** 
DMorning -0.008*** 0.002*** 15.4*** 0.003*** 5,542 -4.078 
DCall -0.018 -0.017 -136 -0.025 96,690 -137.0 
DU -0.010*** -0.004*** -4.684 -0.014*** 62,397*** -10.4 
DContinue -0.138*** -0.020*** -50.6*** -0.023*** -282,475*** -204*** 
DAT_LIMIT -0.150*** -0.026*** -68.0*** -0.033*** -280,135*** -244*** 
DReversal -0.148*** -0.027*** -78.4*** -0.032*** -51,776* -196*** 
DHIVT -0.110*** -0.013*** -26.2** -0.018*** 193,761*** -88.2*** 
DNOTRD -0.160*** -0.048*** -180*** -0.030*** -338,956*** -291*** 
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Internet Appendix E 

Additional tests of Hypothesis 3 

Using each variable from the set—ABRET, HILOP, SPDREV, MHILO, SHRS, and TRDS—in 

turn, as the LHS variable, we estimate the following model:  

𝐸𝐸 =  𝛼𝛼 +  𝛽𝛽1𝑈𝑈𝑀𝑀𝑈𝑈 +  𝛽𝛽2 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑈𝐴𝐴𝑈𝑈 +  𝛽𝛽3𝐿𝐿1 + 𝛽𝛽4𝒀𝒀 + +𝛽𝛽4𝑍𝑍 +  𝜀𝜀  

where DPE equals 1 for all post-event observations and DTREAT equals 1 for all SQ and LULD 

observations. I1 = DTREAT x DPE. Y is a vector of control variables, for the interval BL, 

comprising all the variables from the set ABRET, HILOP, SPDREV, MHILO, SHRS, and TRDS, 

excluding the variable on the LHS. Z is the vector of the following dummy variables: DMorning, 

DCall, Duration, DU and price path dummy variables DContinue, DAT_LIMIT, DReversal, 

DHIVT, and DNOTRD. We report results in Table 1. 

The regression results in Table E1 provide mixed support for Hypothesis 3 and do not 

consistently suggest an increase or decrease in volatility measures between the stocks experiencing 

a price-limit and those that do not. It is also unclear whether LULD or SQ performs better in 

reducing market volatility.  
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Table E1. Effect of price limit rules on volatility and volume (full results)  
Let X represent the set of variables ABRET, HILOP, SPDREV, MHILO, SHRS, and TRDS. Using 
each of the variables, in turn, as the LHS variable, we estimate the following model:  
 

𝐸𝐸 =  𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽1𝑈𝑈𝑀𝑀𝑈𝑈 +  𝛽𝛽2 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑈𝐴𝐴𝑈𝑈 + 𝛽𝛽3𝐿𝐿1 + 𝛽𝛽4𝒀𝒀 + +𝛽𝛽4𝑍𝑍 𝜀𝜀 

where DPE equals 1 for all post-event observations and DTREAT equals 1 for all SQ and LULD 
observations. Y is a vector of control variables comprising all the variables from the set ABRET, 
HILOP, SPDREV, MHILO, SHRS, and TRDS, excluding the variable on the LHS, for the interval 
BL. Z is the vector of the following dummy variables: DMorning, DCall, Duration, DU and 
price path dummy variables DContinue, DAT_LIMIT, DReversal, DHIVT, and DNOTRD. We 
report results for LULD and SLULD in Panel A, for SQ and SSQ in Panel B, for LULD and SSQ 
in Panel C, and for SQ and SLULD in Panel D. *, **, and *** indicate significance at the 0.1, 
0.05, and 0.01 levels, respectively.  

 Volatility measures Volume measures 

 ABRET HILOP SPDREV MHILO SHRS TRDS 

Panel A: LULD vs SLULD (n =7,222)    

Intercept -0.018 -0.014 319 -1.087 383,471 -222 
DPE -0.007* -0.003 52.7 -0.150 19,040 28.1 
DTREAT 0.005* 0.004 -105 6.999 93,147 30.7 
I1 -0.021*** -0.006 400*** -2.048 -71,571 72.7 
ABRETBL  1.152*** 45,018*** 201 -14,976,355*** -45,742*** 
HILOPBL 1.136***  -44,127*** -215 11,983,338*** 40,201*** 
SPDREVBL -0.001*** -0.001***  -0.003 -143*** 0.643*** 
MHILOBL -0.001 -0.001 -0.063  -119 -0.150 
SHRSBL 0.001* 0.001*** -0.004*** -0.001  0.001*** 
TRDSBL 0.001*** 0.001*** 5.941*** -0.019 1,257***  
Duration 0.001** 0.001 0.147*** -0.001 -16.8** -0.011** 
DMorning -0.009*** -0.021*** -422*** -7.497* -214,153*** -105*** 
DCall 0.014 0.017 294 -3.710 -203,919 -11.1 
DU 0.029*** 0.030*** -473*** 6.762* -318,618*** 343*** 
DContinue -0.007 -0.011 345 6.834 -44,991 909*** 
DAT_LIMIT 0.004 0.005 418 1.603 19,977 -6.640 
DReversal 0.006 0.019 576 8.173 177,220 48.6 
DHIVT 0.016 0.025 561 1.974 163,896 -305 
DNOTRD 0.010 0.011 294 0.112 -64,269 -61.3 
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Table E1.—Continued 

Panel B: SQ vs SSQ (n =17,511)    

Intercept 0.142*** 0.029*** 71.5*** 0.031*** 273,708*** 216*** 
DPE 0.009*** 0.014*** 8.399* 0.001 4,553 7.329* 
DTREAT 0.009*** 0.020*** 72.1*** 0.021*** 207,596*** 139*** 
I1 0.008*** -0.020*** -12.5* -0.011*** -193,361*** -41.1*** 
ABRETBL  0.883*** -2,030*** -0.112** -7,588,624*** -4,886*** 
HILOPBL 0.340***  2,437*** 0.963*** 6,762,348*** 5,535*** 
SPDREVBL 0.001 0.001***  0.001*** -611*** 0.426*** 
MHILOBL 0.001 0.001** -0.383***  2,543 -0.721 
SHRSBL -0.001** 0.001*** -0.001*** 0.001***  0.001*** 
TRDSBL -0.001 0.001*** 0.830*** 0.001*** 1,368***  
Duration 0.001*** -0.001*** -0.024*** -0.001*** -59.5*** -0.045*** 
DMorning -0.003*** 0.002*** 19.3 0.003*** 4,325 7.360** 
DCall -0.014 -0.019 -138 -0.025* -149,100 -149 
DU -0.003*** -0.002*** -6.095*** -0.002*** 20,664*** 1.033 
DContinue -0.140*** -0.033*** -67.4*** -0.026*** -301,638*** -248*** 
DAT_LIMIT -0.140*** -0.030*** -77.8*** -0.031*** -339,108*** -269*** 
DReversal -0.140*** -0.029*** -77.5*** -0.032*** -150,120*** -218*** 
DHIVT -0.106*** -0.012*** -19.5* -0.017*** 173,705*** -95.3*** 

Panel C: LULD vs SSQ (n =17,228)    

Intercept -0.007 0.004 111 3.373 112,695 115 
DPE 0.009*** 0.014*** 10.8 0.085 4,553 7.329 
DTREAT 0.012*** 0.011*** 137*** 10.7** 352,331*** 355*** 
I1 -0.037*** -0.023*** 441*** -2.362 -57,413*** 93.5*** 
ABRETBL  0.965*** 28,617*** 109 -10,032,453*** -30,237*** 
HILOPBL 0.907***  -28,842*** -126 7,449,683*** 26,862*** 
SPDREVBL -0.001*** -0.001****  -0.003 -84.5*** 0.557*** 
MHILOBL -0.001 -0.001 -0.058  -149 -0.143 
SHRSBL 0.001 0.001*** -0.003*** -0.001  0.001*** 
TRDSBL 0.001*** 0.001*** 5.196*** -0.016 1,295***  
Duration 0.001** -0.001 0.142*** -0.001 -22.7*** -0.017*** 
DMorning -0.005*** -0.009*** -226*** -3.827* -99,720*** -43.3*** 
DCall 0.009 0.008 240 -4.763 -237,770 123 
DU 0.012*** 0.013*** -283*** 3.679* -129,330*** 156*** 
DContinue -0.007 -0.014* 234 -2.533 -12,984 -212*** 
DAT_LIMIT -0.003 -0.008 232 -2.753 -15,168 -271*** 
DReversal 0.001 0.001 315 -1.071 58,050 -431*** 
DHIVT 0.001 -0.005 215 -0.888 -11,732 -187* 
DNOTRD 0.003 -0.010 -30.1 -9.439 -259,421** -651*** 
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Table E1.—Continued 

Panel D: SQ vs SLULD (n = 7,505) 

Intercept 0.171*** 0.038*** 158*** 0.083*** 238,770*** 223*** 
DPE -0.007 -0.003 56.0*** 0.013*** 18,989 28.1 
DTREAT -0.008 -0.002 -38.1** -0.030*** 116,548** 53.8** 
I1 0.024*** -0.003 -59.9*** -0.023*** -208,907*** -61.6** 
ABRETBL  0.988*** -6,162*** 0.207 -33,363,929*** -19,999*** 
HILOPBL -0.101  4,238*** 1.527*** 5,705,523** 17,224*** 
SPDREVBL -0.001 -0.001  0.001*** -6,917*** 1.045*** 
MHILOBL 0.546*** 1.563*** 3,102***  27,285,682*** 4,458*** 
SHRSBL -0.001 -0.001*** -0.001*** 0.001***  0.001*** 
TRDSBL 0.001 -0.001 0.819*** -0.001*** 3,083***  
Duration 0.001* -0.001*** -0.023*** -0.001*** -51.8*** -0.034*** 
DMorning -0.008*** 0.002*** 15.4*** 0.003*** 5,542 -4.078 
DCall -0.018 -0.017 -136 -0.025 96,690 -137.0 
DU -0.010*** -0.004*** -4.684 -0.014*** 62,397*** -10.4 
DContinue -0.138*** -0.020*** -50.6*** -0.023*** -282,475*** -204*** 
DAT_LIMIT -0.150*** -0.026*** -68.0*** -0.033*** -280,135*** -244*** 
DReversal -0.148*** -0.027*** -78.4*** -0.032*** -51,776* -196*** 
DHIVT -0.110*** -0.013*** -26.2** -0.018*** 193,761*** -88.2*** 
DNOTRD -0.160*** -0.048*** -180*** -0.030*** -338,956*** -291*** 
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Internet Appendix F 

Addition results for Table 7 

Table F1. Table 7 full regression 
For January 2015, we identify UBND and LBND for each SQ event with a duration of 180 seconds or 
longer. For UBND, in Panel A, we report the results of our estimate of the following AR(3) time series 
regression model:  

𝑈𝑈(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑡 = 𝛼𝛼0 + 𝛼𝛼1𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝛼𝛼2𝑈𝑈𝑂𝑂𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝛼𝛼3𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 +  𝛼𝛼4𝑈𝑈(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝛼𝛼5𝑈𝑈(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑡−2
+ 𝛼𝛼6𝑈𝑈(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑡−3 + 𝜀𝜀 

Similarly, for LBND, in Panel B, we report the results of our estimate of the following regression model:  

𝐿𝐿(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑡 = 𝛼𝛼0  +  𝛼𝛼1𝑈𝑈𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝛼𝛼2𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝛼𝛼3𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 +  𝛼𝛼4𝐿𝐿(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝛼𝛼5𝐿𝐿(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑡−2
+ 𝛼𝛼6𝐿𝐿(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑡−3 + +𝜀𝜀 

Variables definitions are in Appendix A. *, **, and *** indicate significance at the 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 
levels, respectively. 

     

Panel A: UBND    

Intercept -0.008***    
DC 0.011***    
DO -0.018***    
Trade 0.011***    
Neart-1 -0.968***    
Neart-2 -0.324***    
Neart-3 -0.318***    
Panel B: LBND     
Intercept -0.001***    
DF -0.017***    
DU -0.083***    
Trade 0.001***    
Neart-1 -0.550***    
Neart-2 -0.274***    
Neart-3 -0.148***    
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Internet Appendix G 

Additional results for Table 8 

Table G1. Table 8 full regression results 
For January 2015, we identify UBND and LBND for each TSE daily price limit events. For UBND, in 
Panel A, we report the results of our estimate of the following AR(3) time series regression model:  

𝑈𝑈(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑡 = 𝛼𝛼0 + 𝛼𝛼1𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝛼𝛼2𝑈𝑈𝑂𝑂𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝛼𝛼3𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 +  𝛼𝛼4𝑈𝑈(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝛼𝛼5𝑈𝑈(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑡−2
+ 𝛼𝛼6𝑈𝑈(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑡−3 + 𝜀𝜀 

Similarly, for LBND, in Panel B, we report the results of our estimate of the following regression model:  

𝐿𝐿(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑡 = 𝛼𝛼0  +  𝛼𝛼1𝑈𝑈𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝛼𝛼2𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝛼𝛼3𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 +  𝛼𝛼4𝐿𝐿(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝛼𝛼5𝐿𝐿(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑡−2
+ 𝛼𝛼6𝐿𝐿(𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑡−3 + +𝜀𝜀 

Variables definitions are in Appendix A. *, **, and *** indicate significance at the 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 
levels, respectively. 

 Near=0.50 Near=0.75 Near=0.90  

Panel A: UBND    

Intercept 0.001* 0.001* 0.001**  
DC -0.003*** -0.010*** -0.040***  
DO -0.028*** -0.028*** -0.028***  
Neart-1 -0.926*** -0.926*** -0.924***  
Neart-2 -0.159*** -0.159*** -0.158***  
Neart-3 -0.121*** -0.120*** -0.120***  
Panel B: LBND     
Intercept -0.001*** -0.001*** -0.001***  
DF 0.002*** 0.005*** 0.017***  
DU -0.025*** -0.025*** -0.026***  
Neart-1 -0.752*** -0.753*** -0.752***  
Neart-2 0.002*** 0.001*** 0.001***  
Neart-3 -0.121*** -0.122*** -0.122***  
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